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Abstract

Pebble is an open source project to launch a “scale-out” decen-
tralized cryptocurrency that is more consumer friendly, supports mi-
crotransactions and is suitable for machine-to-machine usage. This
document is an introduction to the project and request for comments,
suggestions, discussions and other collaborations that contribute to
the development of Pebble. The project will be of interest to those in-
volved with cryptocurrency design, cryptography, scalable distributed
computing architectures, practical Byzantine fault tolerance and so-
cially impactful computing systems.

1 Background
Every so often new technologies arise that create seismic change in the world.
In recent times we might count the computer, the PC, the Internet, the Web,
search engines, social networks and now smartphones, to name a few. But
when in January 2009 Satoshi Nakamoto launched Bitcoin to the world,
he arguably created a paradigm that will drive some of the most profound
changes of all.

Nakamoto’s system simultaneously introduced two powerful new ideas.
The first was the concept of a decentralized peer-to-peer online currency
that sustains value without a central issuer, maintainer or backer, dramati-
cally rewriting contemporary economic theories about what a currency must
be. The second was the blockchain, the underlying mechanism that Bitcoin
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uses to efficiently bring huge networks of anonymous nodes to permanent
agreement, even when many of the nodes are malicious and actively trying
to undermine or corrupt the process.

In the few years since its introduction, Bitcoin has become a major store
of value for millions of people and the total value of the bitcoins issued has
grown into billions of dollars. The area has attracted significant investment
and major efforts are being made to use bitcoin within areas such as e-
commerce and money transfer where its apparently low transaction fees pro-
vide an advantage. Meanwhile the decentralized Bitcoin network is supported
by "mining" on an industrial scale, where participants compete to solve cryp-
tographic puzzles that grant rights to write the next block of transactions,
earning transaction fees and disbursements of newly issued currency.

This has inspired the creation of several hundred new cryptocurrencies
nearly all using lightly modified copies of the Bitcoin source code, thus
earning the moniker "altcoins". In much smaller number are the second-
generation cryptocurrencies. These typically pursue additional or more spe-
cialized objectives that are best met using completely new designs and soft-
ware implementations. An important recent example is Ethereum [22], which
aims to repurpose the concept of decentralized blockchain consensus intro-
duced by Nakamoto to create a programmable platform for the implementa-
tion of smart contracts incorporating Turing-complete transaction scripting
and data processing.

Pebble is such a second-generation “currency” system. Improvements over
existing art are being pursued in three main areas: general consumer friendli-
ness and adoption, support for various forms of micropayments and machine-
to-machine bidding. The objectives set introduce several challenging require-
ments, including for example the need to scale-out transaction processing
throughput with network size so that millions of transactions can be pro-
cessed per second at a much lower cost than is currently possible1. This and
other challenges cannot be directly met using Nakamoto’s blockchain con-
sensus mechanism and Pebble introduces a completely new cryptocurrency
architecture and a consensus mechanism termed “Proof of Processing”.

We are seeking contributors in multiple fields, with varying degrees of
commitment possible from occasionally reading papers and providing words
of support to full time work on R&D.

1Currently the Bitcoin ledger can process less than 10 transactions per second with
each transaction costing tens of dollars when dividing mining costs by transaction rate.
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Outline The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2
explains how you might contribute and the benefits planned. Section 3 out-
lines some major applications we plan for Pebble. Section 4 describes spe-
cific examples of Pebble in use. Section 5 describes the key requirements for
the Pebble design and implementation. Section 6 recaps how Bitcoin and
some other systems work and uses them to explain some of the issues Peb-
ble addresses. Section 7 explains the Pebble architecture including its new
consensus mechanisms. Section 8 wraps up with some conclusions.

2 Call for Contributors
The Pebble team is multidisciplinary, but this document is directed towards
those that might make contributions in math, theory, engineering and crypto
economics. Varying degrees of commitment are possible, from occasionally
reading papers and providing supporting words to full time coding. We hope
Pebble will prove hugely impactful for the world. Furthermore, our intention
is to disburse pebble bounties to contributors prior to launch launch according
to participation (and it is anticipated that pebbles, and pre-issue tokens that
can be swapped for pebbles, will be exchangeable for bitcoin).

For the moment we wish to initiate collaboration by invitation and for
work to remain loosely confidential until the design has been finalized. Please
contact the organizers to introduce new collaborators, or to discuss any other
matters. We will make every effort to accommodate personal requirements.

3 Targeted Applications

3.1 Overview

The Pebble Project can be traced back to simple questions about how a
next generation cryptocurrency should look and behave. Independently of
the technical challenges a set of requirements were developed. It was then
discovered that such a currency would need to work rather differently to
existing systems leading to the development of radically different functional,
architectural and consensus system designs. Some of the main applications
analyzed for requirements were:

• Consumer cryptocurrency
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• Developing world currency

• Micropayments for content

• Premium decentralized services

• Machine-to-machine markets

• Metered device access

• Secure messaging

3.2 Consumer Cryptocurrency

The ideal development process for a consumer system begins by identifying
the perfect user experience and works backward to a technical design. But
sometimes the technological challenges involved in creating a completely new
type of system are so great that the main thrust is simply to provide core
features and prove the concept. Arguably therefore consumer friendliness
was not among the main concerns of pioneering cryptocurrency designers.
From Wei Dei’s b-money [18] through Hal Finney’s RPOW and Nick Szabo’s
bit-gold [56] the main concern was to create a working ledger for an inde-
pendent currency. The great breakthrough with Bitcoin was the creation of
a decentralized distributed ledger that quickly gained a life of its own with
the support of miners. But in many ways its adoption was reflective of the
technical breakthrough rather than an objective response to how an optimal
decentralized cryptocurrency might be designed, especially with regards to
consumers.

The design of Bitcoin’s distributed ledger known as the “blockchain” per-
haps reflects this pioneering DNA. Only a bare minimum of functionality
is provided where units of account can be moved from input to output ad-
dresses leaving higher level third party software to construct wallets for the
user. While this initially might appear to be an optimal approach, in fact
dissonance occurs between the various third party wallet implementations
that must organize transactions in their own way. Each proprietary software
wallet or online service must store the data and configuration that it uses
to create its particular wallet construct separately to the blockchain. Thus
although sending transactions between addresses associated with different
wallets is straightforward, the wallets themselves are broadly incompatible
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often confusing users who have to choose between them. Popular online wal-
let services have even arisen that require users to transfer their bitcoin to
a central repository and then work rather like a standalone financial service
such as PayPal, undermining the benefits of decentralization.

Pebble’s ledger design illustrates how the design might be evolved. It
addresses consumer and other needs by including wallet state and configura-
tions as first class concepts on its distributed ledger, allowing for the creation
of lightweight client software that can quickly load pre-calculated wallets di-
rectly from the network upon entry of brain wallet passphrases2. Users can
consequently login to any wallet using whatever proprietary third party client
software they wish, reducing confusion. The compatability remains available
for so-called advanced features such as “approver” wallets that can provide
two-factor authentication and other functionality as described in Section 7.4
and recurring payments that the network applies until cancelled since all the
necessary configuration data is stored safely on the ledger.

Compatible lightweight wallets that load state directly from the ledger are
only one of many deep changes Pebble introduces to benefit consumers. Its
new leader-free and fully decentralized Proof of Processing consensus protocol
and massively parallel and load balanced ledger architecture allow Pebble
to process transactions much faster while scaling overall throughput with
network size to dramatically lower costs – such that individual transactions
can be processed for fractions of a cent. This makes it perfect for ad hoc and
point of sale applications. By contrast the centralized processing of blocks
in Bitcoin provides a bottleneck that drives up costs. New transactions wait
up to 10 minutes to appear in a confirmation and the limited throughput of
the network means that when transaction costs are calculated as a share of
mining costs they actually prove to cost several dollars each3, making Bitcoin
more suitable as a reserve currency.

Remark The lightweight wallet model still encourages the creation of com-
peting proprietary wallet clients. Such wallets can compete on their user
interface and support special features by transactionally storing proprietary
information into the wallet configuration on the ledger that only they can

2Lightweight wallets leverage reference code to load wallet state, interrogate the ledger
for correctness and perform operations securely.

3These costs are currently hidden through disbursements of new currency to miners as
mining rewards but as the rewards taper [7] the limitations on transaction throughput [9]
will force transaction fees up dramatically.
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process, but nonetheless users will be able to login to their wallets from any
software and configured core functionality such as recurring transactions and
approver/multisig functionality will always be available to them. Pebble’s
lightweight client architecture also makes it far easier for authorized third
party applications to embed wallet functionality and/or connect with wallet
funds and features using open and non-proprietary interfaces.

3.3 Developing World Currency

In the developing world only 41% of adults have accounts at a formal fi-
nancial institution such as a bank, credit union, cooperative, post office, or
microfinance organization [31]. Some strict patriarchal societies make it al-
most impossible for women to have bank accounts. Yet even where those
that want a bank account can obtain one, savings must be made in un-
stable sovereign currencies that are often internally pegged to international
currencies at unrealistic exchange rates. By providing secure independent
storage of value, strong functionality for sending funds and making simple
ad hoc payments using smartphones, Pebble can provide a superior solu-
tion especially for citizens of countries with corrupt financial systems such as
Argentina or Zimbabwe where hyperinflation once reached an extraordinary
79,600,000,000% per month in 2008 [29].

A key vector for change is the explosion in smartphone ownership that
is taking place across the developing world. Low cost Android phones and
devices such as the new Mozilla phone that costs only $33 can prove just as
revolutionary for the cryptocurrency industry as the advent of the App Store
for the games industry. Just as the introduction of new mobile hardware like
the iPad revolutionized the games industry, the explosion in developing world
smartphone ownership will be a key factor that drives cryptocurrency use
and ownership and Pebble has been specifically designed to allow effective
operation from entry level smartphones with limited connectivity.

The latent potential for digital currency ownership in the developing
world has been dramatically demonstrated by M-PESA. As early as 2002,
Africans in Uganda, Botswana and Ghana spontaneously began adopting
mobile phone airtime as a proxy for money transfer. By 2007 Safaricom
launched an airtime-based payments service called M-PESA in Kenya to
capitalize on the practice. In Kenya, where M-PESA first launched, more
than 40% of the adult population now have an M-PESA account and the
platform accounted for nearly $22 billion in transactions, or about 60% of
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Kenya’s gross domestic product, in 2013 [43]. Flush with this success Voda-
fone, the largest owner of Safaricom, is expanding the service throughout the
developing world and is also targeting Eastern Europe and countries such as
Russia.

While the success of M-PESA demonstrates the demand for easy-to-use
digital payment systems, arguably having the developing world depend upon
a proprietary money system owned by a profiteering international corpora-
tion is far from ideal. For example, currently the M-PESA tariffs page shows
that it costs Kenyan’s 27 Kenyan Shillings (31 cents) to transfer 101 Kenyan
Shillings ($1.15) between M-PESA users such as relatives or customer and
vendor [37]. Although this represents one the worst case commissions, which
are confusingly organized in bands like mobile carrier tarrifs, the widespread
adoption of M-PESA certainly means some of the world’s poorest people are
now handsomely contributing to the bottom line of one of the world’s largest
and most profitable corporations. As an open and decentralized cryptocur-
rency with smartphone and consumer friendly functionality and super low
transaction costs Pebble aims to provide a better currency alternative for
consumers in the developing world.

Remark Another highly desirable feature for developing world currencies
is stablity. For many people in the developing world, such as a parent in
Argentina earning just enough to cover the cost of accommodation and sup-
porting their children, the ideal currency would be completely stable in the
sense that a unit of currency on the ledger would preserve its precise pur-
chasing power year-on-year. The Pebble team likes the concept of Hayek
Money [1] and has in stealth sophisticated designs for dual currency ledger
schemes where a stable consumer currency is stablized by another potentially
volatile investor currency. This concept is currently gaining popularity and
has been adopted by Nubits [35] although there are many different ideas
about the how these systems should be implemented. The most effective
methods all involve the wholesale issuing and burning of stable currency ac-
cording to calculated monetary policy leading to the generation of a vast
number of transactions that Pebble is uniquely suited to handling. Further-
more, automatically calculated monetary policy must be manually approved
by miners to prevent exploits and error and the miner-voting-by-proxy sys-
tem provides the perfect solution. In this version of a Pebble setup, miners
will be coopted into helping run a decentralized “central” bank.
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3.4 Micropayments for Content

The widespread use of micropayment systems to charge for premium content
has long been anticipated but never materialized. The HTTP standard even
defined the special but so far unused 402 status code [17] for Web servers
to indicate some small payment is required for access to a resource with
the idea that some future micropayments system would become engaged.
Meanwhile Internet and mobile advertising revenues have soared to $42.8
billion in 2013 [50]. It is interesting to ask why micropayments have made
so little progress by comparison and currently have such a tiny slice of the
monetization pie. There are several reasons.

Back in 1996 Nick Szabo wrote about the mental cost of microtransac-
tions [57] arguing that as the sale price of content became smaller the mental
cost of considering the purchase remained relatively constant. The inference
is that for many premium content items the cost to the user will be too high
so long as there is even the tiniest price and that therefore other ways of
monetizing users would prove superior such as advertising and subscriptions.
Indeed, this is reflected by the current practices of traditional media busi-
nesses with for example cnn.com earning revenues through online advertising
while ft.com (the Financial Times) charges monthly subscriptions starting at
$25 per month. Yet the promise of charging for content using micropayments
remains a nagging enigma for many.

Notwithstanding the challenges of mental costs the existing means to ac-
cept micropayments certainly fall far short. PayPal’s Digital Payments [28]
service enables content owners to sell digital content for a fee of 5% plus
$0.05. But users must have or setup a PayPal account in which they con-
figure their credit cards or bank account. The user must pass the friction of
the PayPal payment process and furthermore the knowledge of a conduit to
their credit cards or banks creates subtle anxiety that some greater amount
might be taken significantly increasing the aforementioned psychological cost
of calculating whether to proceed. Some efforts are underway to create mi-
cropayment intermediary services where users precharge their accounts with
Bitcoin but of course these still involve trusting a third party and require
pre-committal of funds undermining much of the value micropayments might
provide.

Pebble seeks to help finally realize the latent potential of micropayments
for content by: (i) providing an open means to pay in which no third party
proprietary service nor personal financial information is involved (ii) provid-
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ing browser-integrated payment wallets that greatly reduce payment friction
and present per-item costs more as a stream than a series of individual de-
cisions (iii) facilitating previously impractical models such as recurring mi-
cropayments that have “nano” per-interval pricing (iv) greatly driving down
transaction costs such that providers themselves need not consider micropay-
ments in any way inefficient. It is believed that by combining these features
micropayments can be helped to finally make significant inroads, especially
when considering that online advertising networks such as Google AdSense
typically charge commissions in excess of 30% [58].

Recurring micropayments illustrate how the game will be changed. For
example, a social network might offer users premium benefits and/or a re-
duction in the display of advertising in return for a daily nano payment in
pebbles equivalent to 2 cents. Browser integration will allow users to initially
setup the recurring payment (or recurring transaction in Pebble parlance)
inside their digital wallet in seconds from where they can cancel it at any
time of their choosing. Since the user now considers engaging with a ser-
vice providing a stream of value rather than whether some discrete item has
sufficient value, and furthermore the daily cost is negligible and the arrange-
ment cancellable immediately upon dissatisfaction, the psychological cost of
considering whether to proceed is no longer prohibitive – in fact, beyond
acquiring a Pebble wallet, most users will recognize that there is no real cost
to trying such a service. Meanwhile the social network might collect an ad-
ditional $7.60 per annum per user that would amount to almost $4 billion
if 500 million users accepted. Because Pebble scales and can process each 2
cent transaction at incredibly low cost, only approximately $75 million would
be paid in transaction fees to the network.

Per item payments remain a more complex proposition but one that Peb-
ble may also be able to solve. The fact remains that subscription packages
charged by entities such as the Financial Times leave very substantial rev-
enue on the table. This has been spectacularly demonstrated by the changes
that took place in the games industry when in-game payments for virtual
goods via the App Store were introduced. It was quickly found that these
monetized far better than the monthly subscriptions traditionally charged
by online games because only a relatively small subset of users are commit-
ted enough to pay monthly subscription fees while revenues from the “long
tail” of users who might occasionally make smaller payments for premium
content are completely lost. Additionally, subscription systems cannot raise
additional revenues from committed users that might happily pay more, re-
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flecting the need for payment solutions to allow users to pay in proportion
to their personal demand and commitment. For these reasons many me-
dia providers should be able to increase revenues by supplementing existing
subscription services with low friction trustless minimum commitment cryp-
tocurrency micropayment solutions based on Pebble.

Remark Many ingenious mechanisms have been proposed to help cryp-
tocurrencies process microtransactions in lieu of their blockchains scaling
(not that micropayments define the need for blockchains to scale per se, but
this is a widely acknowledged pain point). Few discussions of Pebble amongst
cryptocurrency enthusiasts are complete without someone for example men-
tioning how Bitcoin can process microtransactions using off-chain "micro-
payment channels" [8]. The problem with such systems is that they always
carry less-discussed drawbacks that make practical application difficult. In
the case of micropayment channels, during setup the user must first commit
the maximum amount they might wish to spend in a period, such as $7.60
for the year in the foregoing example, completely upending the required psy-
chological purchasing calculus. Furthermore, the channels periodically time
out and must be reestablished/renewed upon request whereupon the social
network in the example given would lose half its subscribers. Proponents
now recommend the use of trusted third party nodes that act as aggregators
for these channels making them less troublesome, but clearly the awkard-
ness of the commercial model remains, users and vendors will be confused by
which trusted system to choose and the problem of a trusted third party will
be introduced too. Such issues are not limited to payment microchannels
either - another popular decades-old proposal is to represent micropayments
as lottery tickets [52] that only get written to the ledger when they win to
reduce load. The problem here is the system requires spenders to provide
huge deposits as a surety against double-spending, which is problematic be-
cause a user might find a way to double spend vast numbers of micropayment
lottery tickets to exceed their deposit. For these kinds of reasons, from the
author’s perspective there is no substitute to having a scalable distributed
ledger that can process micropayments natively and for native features that
support micropayment applications (such as instant transaction validation).
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3.5 Premium Decentralized Services

Opportunities exist to create premium decentralized services and new ver-
sions of existing decentralized services by using low cost pebble micropay-
ments to reimburse resource providers. For example, a decentralized content
distribution network might be created that ran from consumer desktop com-
puters such that episodes of Game of Thrones might be streamed between
households truly on the edge of the network. To persuade users to run such
services they would have to be reimbursed. A system might be created where
media clients are configured with pebbles to pay for data and content dis-
tribution nodes receive payment for the data they stream. Pebble makes
this possible because of features that allow micropayments to complete in
seconds4 at very low cost.

The Tor network is a compelling example of an existing decentralized ser-
vice that could benefit from a similar model. There is huge demand worldwide
for anonymous and surveillance free Internet connectivity but because Tor
is run by not-for-profit volunteers it does not provide its users with enough
bandwith for an acceptable consumer experience. The solution is to find
a way for volunteers to operate Tor relays for profit. To this end several
projects are seeking ways to reimburse Tor operators with cryptocurrency
and a special appcoin for Tor called “TorCoin” has even been designed [26].
Securely reimbursing Tor relay operators is a complex subject beyond this
paper but one requirement is that users can make anonymous payments,
which is possible using Pebble as explained in Section 7.6.

Another advantage Pebble provides is that the speed and low cost with
which it can process micropayments can often make simplified design ap-
proaches possible. In particular, where numerous components must chain
themselves together to provide some larger service it can be viable to have
them coordinate work at a lower level by negotiating paid performance of
smaller tasks such as the relay of chunks of data. The intention is for Pebble
to power resource exchange on many premium decentralized services using
specific extensions where necessary.

Remark Two exciting emerging encryption technologies will soon provide
sophisticated new ways of verifying data storage and processing which can be

4Vendors can proceed upon transaction validation without waiting 30 seconds for a
confirmation if they trust the validating node not to coordinate a double spend attack,
which is practical for many data streaming payments.
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used in premium decentralized service implementations: fully homomorphic
encryption [16] can allow a server to process data where the inputs and out-
puts are encrypted and only accessible by its client while SNARKs [5] can be
used to cryptographically prove to a client that some predefined computation
has been performed.

3.6 Machine-to-Machine Markets

In the future machines may be configured to bid amongst themselves. For
example, software on a smartphone might negotiate with traffic infrastructure
while its owner was on a car journey, say to bid for traffic lights to turn green
when their owner was in a rush. Another idea is decentralized networks of
drones that cooperate to perform some larger task for profit. For example,
package delivery drones might be owned by individuals in a neighborhood,
and operate within a cell centered on their owner’s houses owing to their need
to be recharged and maintained. These drones could then deliver packages
by cooperating to pass them between cells, negotiating amongst themselves
their shares of the overall task value. Pebble is the ideal payment system to
build such models upon.

3.7 Metered Device Access

Metered access to all sorts of Internet connected devices might be provided
with less friction and cost using Pebble-based micropayments. These range
from premium WiFi router access where payments are made, say, per MB of
data transferred, to taking control of remote viewing robots at tourist spots,
perhaps to join a distant relative or friend. The mental barriers involved
with the entry of personal information and credit card details cannot be
underestimated for ad hoc access and Pebble can help provide ways to offer
such devices profitably.

3.8 Secure Messaging

Pebble transactions have extremely low costs and can also carry some small
amount of data. To capitalize on this the system supports special “message”
transactions where the transaction fee is related to the message size. These
can be sent directly to a wallet with the wallet client software displaying
them separately to the other transactions in the manner of an InBox. A
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feature of the mechanism is that messages are always encrypted with the
public key of the destination wallet such that they can only ever be read
by its owner. The anonymizing proxies of Section 7.6 can be used to hide
the sender. The main purpose of the feature is to help Pebble wallet owners
coordinate transactions but clearly in many parts of the world truly secure
anonymous messaging can have life saving utility.

4 Usage Examples

4.1 Metered Internet Experience

Bob sits down in a coffee shop and opens his Mac laptop. His laptop connects
to the local open WiFi network and an application pops up after detecting
that access is metered and can be paid using pebbles. Bob quickly reviews the
number of pebbles he must pay per MB of data, which is acceptable. Because
the Pebble WiFi client application has never run before he must enter a brain
wallet passphrase that both identifies and authorizes payments to be made
from some Pebble wallet he has on the distributed ledger. He also selects a
checkbox so the passphrase is thereafter saved in the Keychain. He clicks OK
and his Web access comes to life. The client will continue making payments
for subsequent MBs of data automatically, unless it detects a problem with
the billing in which case it will request additional authorization.

Now Bob sticks his headphones in and opens up a premium Internet radio
station using the Chrome browser. Some Javascript on the page detects the
Pebble Chrome Extension is present and causes it to request payment from
Bob. Bob is happy with the offer that amounts to paying pebbles equivalent
to 5 cents every 20 minutes and clicks OK. The Pebble Chrome Extension
does not have access to the Keychain (a limitation of browser extensions)
and therefore asks Bob to enter his brain wallet passphrase, which he does.
The music starts playing.

Next Bob opens up his email and downloads a PowerPoint presentation
he has to review and the WiFi client makes payments for additional data
seamlessly in the background. The presentation is incredibly boring, so Bob
decides to flick over to a famous newspaper website. The newspaper had until
recently exclusively required users to signup for monthly subscriptions to
access its content but this had presented too high a commitment bar for many
potential users including Bob. Recognizing this problem, the newspaper had
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decided to provide pay-per-view access to Pebble users. Javascript in the
Web pages of the online version of the newspaper can both detect that Bob
is not signed in and also that he has a Pebble browser extension. Therefore
whenever Bob clicks on links to premium content a stylish popup appears
showing the price in pebbles, the approximate equivalent in fiat, and a “Go”
button.

To proceed to the linked content, Bob simply clicks the Go button and
three seconds later the desired article appears. Bob enjoys his first article
and considers it well worth the pebbles paid which are worth approximately
five cents. He then clicks through to the Sports section and reads two more
articles about the soccer World Cup. Each time he views a new article, the
extension momentarily displays the total number of pebbles he has spent so
far in the corner of the Web page. Having spent just fifteen cents, Bob finally
returns to his work tapping his foot to the music.

4.2 Approver Wallets

Alice was an early adopter of Pebble and as a consquence has a wallet contain-
ing around $1000 worth of pebbles that she accesses mainly from her laptop.
Increasing numbers of services now accept pebbles and she often finds her-
self entering her passphrase. Rather than memorize some long sequence of
words, Alice uses a Pebble brain wallet helper template which she specifies
usnig a code. This composes her passphrase for her by collecting “random”
private data that only she knows including her first telephone number, her
grandmother’s initials and her banking PIN. She consequently has not needed
to keep a copy of her passphrase on her laptop but she is nonetheless con-
erned that a malware keylogger might one day harvest a copy. Therefore she
decides it’s time to evolve her setup.

Recently Alice has been making increasing use of Pebble from her smart-
phone. She decides to create a new wallet that will be used exclusively from
the smartphone and make that a signatory on her main wallet so it becomes
protected by a form of two-factor authentication. Alice opens her main wal-
let using her laptop’s Pebble Chrome extension, chooses the function “Create
signatory wallet” and then enters a new passphrase and an amount of peb-
bles to transfer to it. When she clicks OK a special type of transaction is
created that transfers the pebbles to the address of the new wallet and also
“configures” the main wallet with the information that the new wallet is to
become a signatory.
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Alice turns her smartphone on and enters the passphrase of the new wallet
she has created (this is sufficient to open the new wallet since Pebble uses
passphrases to generate public key pairs that both identify wallets and sign
transactions). She configures the smartphone wallet software to remember
the passphrase for convenience since this wallet only contains $20 worth
of pebbles, protecting it with a simple four digit PIN number. Then Alice
returns to her main wallet using the laptop to test her new setup by sending a
friend some pebbles. She does this by using the “Create pebble gift” function
that creates a special transaction that sends pebbles to an output destination
that anyone can retrieve with a secret code that Alice can forward to her
friend. When Alice clicks OK, the secret she can forward is presented but
she is warned that the transaction requires another signature before it will
be activated.

Returning to her smartphone wallet Alice can now see that in addition
to showing her balance her wallet also shows her the gift transaction under
“Authorization Requests”. She selects the request, clicks OK and enters her
PIN number. Now her wallet creates another transaction that when present
in the distributed ledger activates the gift transaction she initiated from
her main wallet (since two transactions are involved there are two sets of
transaction fees but this does not matter because transaction fees are so low
anyway). Seeing that her two-factor authentication scheme is working Alice
then configures some cool new always-on realtime mobile bidding apps to use
the new wallet too.

In a paranoid moment Alice later realizes that if keylogger malware was
already present on her laptop when she created her new signatory wallet it
might have harvested its passphrase. She decides to play safe, opens the main
wallet using her laptop, and selects the “Signatory” entry in the “Rules” sec-
tion and clicks Delete. This causes a special configuration transaction to be
created that overrides and nullifies the previous signatory configuration and
authorizes this from her smartphone. Next she creates a new wallet indepen-
dently using her smartphone then returns to the main wallet displayed by
the Pebble Chrome extension on her laptop and chooses the “Add signatory
wallet” function. This time she manually enters the address string of the new
wallet she created on her smartphone denying any malware that is present
the chance to collect anything more than the address of the signatory wallet.
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5 Requirements Summary

5.1 Transaction Throughput

The maximum transactions per second (tps) that can be be processed is a
key metric for any payments system. Bitcoin supports processing approx-
imately 10 tps, PayPal 100 tps, and VISA 10,000 tps [9]. Pebble however
needs to support far more than all these systems to support the envisioned
micropayment applications. Payments made to support resource provision
within for example premium decentralized services can generate huge num-
bers of transactions. Even simple user-level micropayments would quickly
exceed the capacity of these existing services. Recall the hypothetical exam-
ple of a social network that provides premium features in return for a small
recurring daily payment in Section 3.4. If 500 million users accepted the of-
fer and their recurring payments were perfectly distributed over time Pebble
would need to process 6,000 tps. In practice recurring payments would tend
to be setup at particular times of the day related to working hours and geo-
graphical distribution of users such that capacity for 50,000-75,000 tps would
be required for this single application. Therefore Pebble needs to scale its
transaction processing throughput as necessary, and certainly to the millions
of transactions per second. The current design requires about 10,000 servers
to process 100,000 transactions per second.

5.2 Transaction Cost

Although micropayments can involve the transfer of very small amounts of
value vendors adopting microtransaction driven business models must aggre-
gate the payments to generate their overall revenues. Commercial viability
is not therefore determined by the small amounts lost to transaction fees
per payment but the overall fraction of the aggregated revenues lost, a point
apparently missed by many attempts to create proprietary microtransaction
systems. Pebble utilizes an efficient secure decentralized architecture that
maximizes parallelism with the aim of keeping per transaction costs below
0.02 cents and transaction fees less than 1% of overall transaction volume.

Traditional payment systems fall short due to a lack of parallelism in
their systems and costs backed into their organization. For example, tradi-
tional credit card payment systems often charge 1.5-3% commission on each
transaction plus some flat fee such as 30 cents. PayPal has introduced "mi-
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cropayments" [47] for digital goods where they charge 5% commission plus
a $0.05 flat fee, which means that for a 10 cents payment the consolidated
transaction fee is 55%. Bitcoin has lower transaction fees but this is be-
cause network operators ("miners") are being remunerated by disbursements
of new currency. As these disbursements gradually decrease and then even-
tually stop in 2024 some argue that it will be necessary for transaction fees
to rise very significantly. Tim Swanson shows in his recent book [55] that
the current cost of processing each Bitcoin transaction calculated as mining
rewards divided by transactions is $40. Arguments have been made that the
maximum transaction throughput of Bitcoin can be significantly raised but
the extent to which this is true is dubious due to its centralized processing
model and furthermore the Proof of Work mining system will by its nature
continue to be expensive.

5.3 Transaction Speed

One of the most straightfowards ways to improve user experience is to in-
crease transaction speed. The problem is that in a decentralized system
the security of transactions must typically be progressively increased with
successive rounds of processing (in Bitcoin the security of transactions on
the blockchain increases as more transaction blocks are appended to the end,
which happens approximately ever 10 minutes). In Pebble a recpient can sub-
mit a payment check and determine that their transaction has been accepted
before the credit necessarily arrives in their wallet. Three broad categories
of transactions are considered, each of which requires more time to reach an
acceptable level of security. These provide very significant speedups when
compared with existing cryptocurrency systems.

In the first category are payments for goods that have ephemeral value and
thus cannot easily be profitably acquired by a double spend attack such as
data being downloaded from aWiFi router. These payments can be processed
“instantly” by a validating node, albeit they may need to be resubmitted if
the node crashes or even lost if the node suffers a Byzantine fault. In the
second category are payments for goods that have real value and could be
profitably acquired by a double spend attack ranging from a pint of beer in
a bar through an expensive item of furniture or a limited number of bitcoin
(note that as concerns beer it is envisaged profitability would be achieved
using an App that coordinated thousands of students worldside buying a
beer simultaneously). Pebble confirms transactions approximately every 30
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seconds and this provides a very high degree of security since accidental forks
and orphaned blocks cannot occur. Finally for very high risk transactions
such as for the purchase of bitcoin worth $500,000, additional checks should
be passed, with validation possibly taking an hour or more. Nonetheless the
vast majority of transactions would be processed under 30 seconds helping
Pebble provide cash-like convenience.

5.4 Partition Tolerance

One of the problems with the Bitcoin blockchain architecture is that central-
ized processing removes resistance to network partitioning. In the unfortu-
nate event that US-Sino military tensions ever escalated the Internet con-
nectivity between the USA and China would disappear as both sides sought
to protect themselves from cyber warfare attacks. This would immediately
cause the Bitcoin blockchain to fork with whichever side accumulated the
most “work” winning when the partition was removed. Thus, if the Chinese
side received the most work and such a parition lasted for a month, when full
connectivity returned the USA and possibly all of the western world would
lose four weeks’ worth of transactions! A key objective of the Pebble Project
is firstly to always maintain correctness in the presence of network partitions
and secondly to allow transactions between users in the same juristiction to
continue executing by eventually organizing consensus groups on a regional
basis, as described in Section 7.9.5.

5.5 Lightweight Clients

Bitcoin-Qt the Bitcoin reference wallet downloads the entire Bitcoin blockchain
comprising approximately 14 gigabytes (GB) of data. Not only does this
take considerable time but the process of validating the blockchain signif-
icantly degrades performance of even a fast host laptop. The situation is
becoming more difficult as the blockchain grows and so bitcoin is adopting
a system known as Simple Payment Verification (SPV) where only merkle
trees describing the blockchain are downloaded, such that specific transaction
branches may be efficiently retrieved and validated.

With massive transaction throughputs of the kind Pebble is designed
for, no individual client would even have sufficient bandwidth to download
all transaction blocks. Consequently, for the purposes of verifying transac-
tions, Pebble has a secure form of decentralized network organization such
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that groups of nodes responsible for processing particular transactions can
be identified and queried. The specific framework used to achieve this is de-
scribed later, but a feature of the capability is that Pebble client wallets can
be designed that contact some number of long standing and random network
nodes to first ask which nodes are responsible for a wallet, and then query
some representative set of those nodes to determine transaction results upon
consensus.

Lightweight Pebble wallets do not therefore need to store any transaction
data themselves, only needing to store or load some default list of known seed
nodes that might be contacted to lookup the nodes responsible for a partic-
ular sending wallet’s transaction. Greater security can be achieved for very
important large transactions by having the wallet contact larger numbers of
processing nodes. Wallets can therefore be created simply for many plat-
forms, for example using trusted JavaScript embedded in a Google Chrome
extension. For maximum ease of use wallets can be opened upon entry of a
simple “brain wallet” passphrase, which allow the lightweight wallet client to
generate both a public key (the wallet id) and a private key, and mechanisms
can be provided to help users remember their passphrases securely.

5.6 Greater Decentralization

Bitcoin miners race to find the answer to a current puzzle set by the network
to gain the right to “mine” the next block of transactions and earn rewards.
The puzzle is solved by hashing some data over and over until a random
number is found that produces a hash with the right characteristics. In an
ideal world many thousands of miners would hold copies of its distributed
ledger and the CPUs they dedicate to hashing would roughly translate to
their individual votes. This decentralization would require an attacker wish-
ing to gain control of the network by subverting existing computing power to
compromise the security of many different miners. Furthermore, the network
would gain resistance to all manner of other maladies.

However Bitcoin mining has been characterized by increasingly extreme
centralization. Expensive built-for-purpose mining systems using specialized
ASIC processors are able to hash vastly faster than anything else limiting
profitable mining to all but the most professional operations that also lever-
age economies of scale by coloating their rigs in hosting environments with
cheap cooling and power. Because Bitcoin only creates a single new block
of transactions approximately every 10 minutes, miners pool their hardware
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and share the proceeds when they mine a block so their earnings are more
predictable creating even more centralization and mining is now dominated
by a handful of pools, which is far from desirable. A further sting in the tale
has been that those that connect to the network nearest the geographical
center of gravity for mining power benefit because other miners are likely
to receive their blocks before any competing blocks accidentally created at
the same time, creating a strong force for geographical centralization too. A
key objective of Pebble is to avoid creating incentives for centralization and
ensure a much more decentralized network develops.

6 Bitcoin and Pebble

6.1 Proof of Work

Satoshi Nakamoto’s seminal 2008 bitcoin paper [46] described an ingenious
consensus system that surrmounted many long standing obstacles to creation
of a decentralized cryptocurrency. The challenges solved by Bitcoin and also
its inherent strengths and limitations are illustrative of the issues involved
in the design of Pebble. These include reaching consensus in a network com-
prised from a massive number of anonymous nodes in which a proportion
exhibit Byzantine faults5, resisting Sybil attacks6 and generation of a trans-
action ledger where the correct version can be distinguished from fakes in
the absence of an overall authority.

The distributed computing community has directed huge research efforts
towards Byzantine Fault Tolerance (BFT) in the thirty years since Leslie
Lamport first described it in 1982 [34]. However, BFT protocols generally
require the passing of O(n2) messages, where n is the number of nodes in the
network and the quadratic complexity is usually multiplied by some large
hidden constants. Nakamoto envisaged a massive network of anonymous
nodes with no means to control Sybil attacks, making use of these protocols
impractical.

Nakamoto therefore proposed a novel scheme for reaching Byzantine agree-
5In a Byzatine fault, a node can exhibit any mode of failure whatsoever, from simply

crashing to surreptitiously executing actions that exploit weaknesses in the system after
an attacker modifies the system source code.

6In Sybil attack malicious new nodes are added to a network for the purposes of affecting
the balance of voting or some other key system function.
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ment in a massive network of anonymous nodes known as Proof of Work
(PoW). Proof of Work cleverly trades proof of computing work for commu-
nications and voting between network participants simultaneously solving
two problems. Firstly, since proof of computing work can not be faked, the
issue of Sybil attacks where attackers create new nodes to influence voting
became irrelevant. Secondly, it was no longer necessary to pass vast numbers
of voting messages to achieve consensus.

In a Nakamoto consensus network participants compete to solve a puzzle
that can only be solved by brute force, with the solution to the puzzle acting
as the “proof” of work. The first participant to solve the current puzzle gains
the right to cast a deciding vote on the next block of transactions that should
be added to the blockchain and can award themselves transaction fees and
disbursements of new currency. In Bitcoin the network automatically adjusts
the difficulty of the puzzles to be solved such that given the current comput-
ing power of the network participants a solution is found every 10 minutes
on average. This makes the complexity of voting messages independent of
network size at O(1).

If ever a fork in the blockchain occurs, say because two participants solve
the current puzzle at approximately the same time, the next puzzle solver has
to decide to which chainhead they will add their new block. The rule is that
the valid chain head is the one which represents the most work when tracing
back to the first genesis block and thus miners have an incentive to converge
on a particular side of a fork to protect their mining earnings. This creates
another powerful property: given some number of candidate blockchains, the
correct blockchain can always be distinguished by selecting the one contain-
ing the most work. Furthermore in principle a client aware of the network’s
current computing power might be able to dismiss a spoofed version of the
blockchain based upon recent blocks containing puzzles of insufficient diffi-
culty. A recent paper shows that Nakamoto consensus does indeed achieve
BFT consensus with negligible probability of failure so long as more than
half the network computing power is controlled by honest miners [42].

6.2 Proof of Work and Pebble

Despite the many strengths of Proof of Work, it has several drawbacks that
make it unsuitable for scaling transaction throughput at low cost, as per the
requirements of Section 5.

Firstly, because there is no way to map the ownership of puzzle solving
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computing power to specific nodes there is no easy way to divide the task of
processing transactions amongst participants to scale throughput. While the
network waits for the current work puzzle to be solved it is necessary that
transactions be distributed to all participating nodes that might win the
race, which in itself places an upper bound on the number of transactions
the network might accept. Then, when the current puzzle is solved, the
node representing the winning computing power must cast the deciding vote
by processing all the new transactions in the system into a valid block itself
before they can be redistributed and added to the blockchain. Thus ironically
although Proof of Work allows a decentralized network of anonymous nodes
to reach consensus they must do so via centralized processing that limits
achievable transaction throughput.

Secondly, an aspect of PoW is that it creates an arms race to solve puzzles.
While this increases the amount of puzzle solving work being performed and
makes it more expensive for attackers to gain more than fifty percent of
the computing power it also misdirects resources that might be invested in
transaction processing. Bitcoin "mining" now takes place on an industrial
scale and relies upon custom ASIC chips that consume huge amounts of
electricity [32]. The only way Pebble can meet its requirements for low
cost transaction processing is if all available resources are directed towards
computation and the network, rather than puzzle solving.

Thirdly, Proof of Work does not identify a node with responsibility for
choosing the next block of transactions until one solves the current puzzle.
There are no advance guarantees regarding which transactions submitted
to the network this node will have seen or which among possibly conflict-
ing transactions will be included. Therefore no particularly usable level of
transaction security is obtained after a transaction is submitted until it has
been included in a block/confirmed, which can take ten minutes or more.
This means that PoW cannot meet Pebble’s requirements for provision of
transaction processing security that quickly scales from the very moment a
transaction is submitted to a transaction processing node and validated.

These issues prevent PoW being directly reused by Pebble. However,
since Bitcoin is an open network, the intriguing possibility is that the Pebble
network might post bitcoin transactions containing checkpoint data to benefit
from some of its special properties. So long as Bitcoin has miners dedicating
huge computing resources to puzzle finding, it is extremely difficult for an
attacker to rewrite any confirmed block, since he must somehow gain more
than fifty percent of the network and then also use that to perform the
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work necessary to catch-up (by which time he will likely be thwarted). This
process of "hardening" the data itself is very powerful and using Bitcoin for
checkpoint creation would allow Pebble to benefit from it – although the
current design does not require this and it is an open question whether it
will ever be done.

6.3 Proof of Stake

The expense of Proof of Work and also the fear that an adversary might
somehow gain more than half the computing power in the network and exe-
cute a “51% attack” led the community to investigate a simple modification
to the Bitcoin system where a node might gain the right to cast the deciding
vote based upon proving control of a range of currency that has not helped
win the deciding vote for a while rather than solving a puzzle. The system
termed “Proof of Stake” (PoS) was first proposed by Quantum Mechanic on
BitcoinTalk in 2011 [40] and variants of this model have since been adopted
by several cryptocurrencies.

Various variations of Proof of Stake continue to appear, but again the
concept is not suitable for use with Pebble in any form seen so far. A few of
the traditional problems concerning the stability and safety of systems based
upon PoS are discussed in Section 7.3.4. In addition to these concerns current
systems have simply swapped one form of centralized processing for another
and suffer from the same bottlenecks as before with an added problem: now
an adversary can determine the next node to process the outstanding transac-
tions into a block simply by following the state of the protocol. This provides
a single target against which an adversary can direct a DDoS attack to block
progress making protocols based upon PoS look rather vulnerable.

7 The Pebble Architecture

7.1 Introduction

The design described herein has been developed to meet the various goals
of the Pebble project including scalable decentralized transaction processing.
Our intention is to publish a white paper once Pebble contributors have had
a chance to review the design and add refinements. Although this archi-
tecture meets the goals of Pebble, any alternative that is discovered can be
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considered and proposals are invited. The specific consensus system we use
is called "Proof of Processing" and the overall cryptocurrency architecture
and framework "Parallel Consensus Processing".

7.2 Overview

Pebble is composed from a decentralized network of anonymous transaction
processing nodes that follow a common protcol governing their communica-
tions and data processing. The protocol organizes the decentralized nodes
into cooperating consensus groups that share the overall transaction process-
ing task such that it might scale as new nodes are added to the network. In
contrast to centralized schemes such as Proof of Work and Proof of Stake,
every single node continuously processes transactions into blocks in parallel.
The protocol includes a new asynchronous Byzantine fault tolerant frame-
work and consensus algorithm that allows large consensus groups to efficiently
reach agreement on whether processed transactions should be confirmed and
included within the distributed ledger.

As is typical with cryptocurrency designs, currency "wallets" are iden-
tified by a hash of a cryptographic public-private key pair and transactions
are assignments of a balance of pebble currency from one wallet identifier
to another in the distributed ledger the system maintains. Most commonly
transactions must be signed by the private key of the sending wallet to be ac-
cepted by the network, but several types of transactions are possible. A key
difference with Bitcoin’s blockchain is that “wallets” are first class concepts
on the distributed ledger and may be configured by special transactions.
The ledger uses a separate database to maintain the current state of wal-
lets including balances, approver wallets and recurring transactions allowing
lightweight clients to load quickly and legacy transactions eventually to be
pruned.

The Pebble network coordinates its various components using both global
time and confirmation cycle based epochs. Nodes examine the distributed
ledger to learn about other active nodes in the network and organize them-
selves into consensus groups according to an algorithm. In each epoch, Peb-
ble assigns each node responsibility for processing transactions where the id
of the sending wallet lies inside in some range of possible ids. Nodes re-
ceive mapped transactions and process them into blocks that they attempt
to have their consensus group confirm so they may be included in a con-
firmation record and added to the ledger. Because Pebble is an open and
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decentralized network anyone can join a new transaction processing node to
the network and earn pebbles as a "miner". However entry is gated and node
entry requirements include passing a lottery and posting a surety.

7.3 Processing Nodes

7.3.1 Gated Entry

Pebble offers miners the opportunity to operate transaction processing nodes
that earn mining rewards and transaction fees. The nodes are not anony-
mous but cryptographically identifiable and upon joining are adaptively as-
signed operational responsibilities by the network. To try and join a node a
miner must post a special “joining” transaction. This is sent to an imaginary
system wallet at address zero and carries a substantial network-prescribed
performance "surety" in pebbles, a public key for use communicating with
the node, a public key to be used by the owner when updating the node’s reg-
istration details and withdrawing funds earned, IP addresses that the node
can initially be contacted on and optional additional data, for example to
share an identity certificate if the node operator does not wish to remain
anonymous.

For technical, economic and security reasons Pebble needs to “gate” en-
try to the network, which means that applications to join nodes are only
selectively accepted. The technical reason for gating is that Pebble needs
to reconfigure itself when new nodes are added, for example to recalculate
and redistribute threshold signatures used during consensus protocols, and
this is only possible if nodes are inducted sequentially in an orderly manner.
However gating entry also provides additional defenses against mass Sybil
attacks [20] where an adversary tries to rush the network by quickly joining
malicious nodes in numbers sufficient to disrupt the system. Another ad-
vantage is that the rate at which new nodes join the network can be linked
to economic metrics such as the ratio of transaction processing capacity to
throughput to prevent over-investment in processing nodes that could under-
mine miner profitability.

Gating works by treating each joining transaction as a lottery ticket that
may or may not result in the specified node being joined. It is not possible to
brute force the lottery since the full pebbles surety must still be included with
each individual transaction – such that cost increases in proportion to the
number of lottery tickets submitted – although those able to commit greater
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investments will find it easier to join nodes. The network constantly updates
the required surety amount, rather like Bitcoin updates difficulty, but joining
transactions remain in the system and valid unless cancelled. Further details
about this scheme will be released in a separate paper.

7.3.2 Miner Incentives

It is assumed miners are mostly rational and profit driven. When they have
joined a new node to the network it begins to process transactions earning
transaction fees and disbursements of new currency. The profit motive pro-
vides miners with an incentive to support and promote the Pebble network
but several other levers are added. Specifically, the surety or performance
bond posted for each node and all of its accumulated unpaid earnings are also
at risk of loss upon varying forms of non-performance. For example, every
epoch nodes automatically pay a transaction processing “rights” fee for the
blocks of transactions they are supposed to process. Where they fail to have
their blocks confirmed due to poor network connectivity or other reasons
the fee is not neutralized by disbursements of currency it would otherwise
have earned resulting in a net loss. Thus miners also have a direct monetary
incentive to ensure their nodes operate effectively. In extremis if a node cryp-
tographically proves that another node has performed a malicious Byzantine
action, perhaps after it has been hacked, the bad node can be expelled from
the network and lose all funds. The resultant incentive framework rewards
operators of good nodes while generating costs for nodes that are poorly run
or attack the network, as imagined by Gilbert et al [27].

7.3.3 Sybil Attacks

A key problem that all decentralized networks face is that whatever voting,
routing or other scheme they introduce into their protocols, an attacker can
unbalance it simply by adding large numbers of anonymous malicious nodes
in what is known as a Sybil attack [20]. Bitcoin addresses this problem by
using Proof of Work for consensus which trades per node voting for proof
that computing work has been expended in a manner that cannot be faked.
Because Pebble must structure its network for scalability its nodes require
identities and it therefore takes a different approach. Specifically, it combines
gated entry to the network with the requirement that performance bonds
be posted for new nodes that can be lost to throttle attacks and generate
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exorbitant costs for attackers.
To succeed the Sybil attacker must build their position by stealthily join-

ing new nodes through the gating process with the aim of creating some
adverse impact when the overall proportion of the nodes they control reaches
some large threshold. Reaching this proportion requires they submit suf-
ficient numbers of joining transactions to the lottery that an even greater
proportion of new nodes passing the gate are theirs, which magnifies the
funds they must commit to their attack. But this is just the start of their
problems. Once joined nodes must be operated correctly lest they have their
sureties depeleted and are expelled before the attack can take place. Most
problematically, even if they reach the proportion required to disrupt consen-
sus or otherwise cause issues so long as correct nodes remain in the network
that can cryptographically prove Byzantine behavior their malicious nodes
will be expelled with the loss of sureties and unpaid earnings making the
exercise hugely expensive for little gain.

7.3.4 Proof of Stake Issues

Traditional "Proof of Stake" (PoS) cryptocurrencies suffer from several the-
oretical problems, of which two are explained. The first problem occurs
because miners only have to prove control over currency to gain the right
to mine transactions so nothing is really at stake. This creates issues if two
versions of the distributed ledger commonly known as a “fork” arise. Some
argue that PoS miners actually have an incentive to mine on both ledgers
to ensure mining earnings are protected when the fork is resolved prevent-
ing miners converging on a single version (Proof of Work does not have this
issue since it is only practical to direct the computing power used to vote
toward a single ledger at a time). The Slasher [13] algorithm proposed by
the Ethereum [22] team is an example of efforts to address this problem.

The second problem occurs when a particularly determined and well fi-
nanced attacker wishes to destroy a PoS currency by acquring 51% of the
voting power and then severely disrupting operation. Voting power is equated
to currency held, which under normal circumstances would be expensive to
acquire especially as an attacker would drive up the price when they pur-
chased it in volume from the markets. However in the face of an attacker
such as a developing world state with a soverign currency being undermined
it is possible that market participants anticipating their inevitable eventual
success would actually compete to sell their cryptocurrency holdings thus
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collapsing its price. This would enable the attacker to acquire their stake
cheaply as shown using a Nash equilibrium by Houy [30].

Pebble does not suffer these from issues. Firstly the sureties and unpaid
earnings associated with nodes are actually at stake. If competing versions of
the Pebble ledger arise and a transaction processing node contributes blocks
of transactions to both this constitutes a cryptographically provable breach
of the protocol that results in the node losing its associated funds and being
expelled. Secondly investments miners make in their transaction processing
nodes are not easily liquidated and their best interests are therefore always
served by protecting the network and earning ongoing dividends. Thirdly the
gating system forces such attackers to build up to their planned actions slowly
providing time for them to be detected and dealt with. Miners can even use
features for voting on protocol upgrades made possible by cryptographic node
identities and Sybil resistance to engineer specific responses to such a threat
if necessary.

7.3.5 Proxied Voting

While for the most part it is desirable for the protocol of a decentralized
cryptocurrency protocol to define the behavior of nodes algorithmically it
is important to remember that all transaction processing nodes are run by
miners whose cooperation is required to run the network. Taking advantage
of Sybil-resistance and the cryptographic identities assigned to nodes, Pebble
devolves voting on community-level issues. Miners can configure their node
software with votes such that they become proxies for their opinions. At
the appropriate moment the node software then submits these votes into
the system as transactions whereupon they become part of the distributed
ledger and eventually guide software and network behavior. A key use of this
functionality will be the coordination of protocol upgrades recommended by
the development team. Other possible uses including provision for voting
on economic issues such as required surety levels, with the proviso that care
be taken to prevent the introduction of political discord or the unexpected
subversion of the system.

7.3.6 Unbonding Nodes

It is necessary to consider what might happen if a node were unbonded and
the associated surety returned to its owner. In this case the private key would
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remain available to him and could possibly be used to sign duplicate versions
of the old ledger without penalty. This has been called the “Long Range
Nothing At Stake” (LRNaS)7 problem. In practice the system has means
of dealing with such attacks as touched on in Section 7.11 but nonetheless
they are undesirable. For the purposes of simplicity Pebble will therefore not
initially allow nodes to be unbounded. In order to allow miners to exit their
positions they might be allowed to re-register their nodes’ main public key
pairs such that they can be sold. However, a simple implementation risks
allowing node consolidation by a mining “tycoon” and the question remains
under consideration. So that all options remain open, nodes will be identified
on the ledger using a GUUID rather than their main public key.

7.4 Wallet Design

7.4.1 Overview

Bitcoin users are familiar with the idea of using a “wallet” to hold bitcoin and
make transactions. But Bitcoin’s distributed ledger, the blockchain, has no
construct for a wallet and only records transactions that move bitcoins from
sets of input addresses to sets of output addresses. In Bitcoin the convenient
abstraction of a wallet is constructed at a higher level by software clients and
services. These use collections of related transaction output addresses that
identify from where bitcoins might be collected by those possessing the corre-
sponding public key pairs as defacto wallet addresses. Pebble takes a slightly
different approach and additionally describes wallets on its distributed ledger,
maintaining balances (since old transactions might be pruned) and providing
mechanisms to configure and update elements of wallet state using special
transactions.

One of the benefits of the approach is that advanced functionality can
be implemented by convenient lightweight wallet clients. These lightweight
clients typically maintain no permanent state of their own and initialize them-
selves by querying the distributed ledger over the network upon entry of a
passphrase from which they generate the underlying public key pair needed
to identify the wallet and sign new transactions. Advanced interactions be-
tween wallets, such as the multisig behavior can described in section 4.2, is
implemented using sequences of transactions on the ledger that define and

7Thanks to Vitalik Buterin for the acronym and calling this issue to discussion.
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1HZwkjkeaoZfTSaJxDw6aKkxp45agDiEzN3 [copy]

Current Balance

11,303,029 P
Recurring Payments

Facebook ad removal. 1000 P daily at 4.13PM [more] [cancel]

Save the Tiger. 500 P daily at 1.39PM [more] [cancel]

Approval requests

Authorize 2,563,100 payment from ‘My savings wallet’ [more] [ok]

Configs

Nickname for wallet is ‘My current wallet’ [delete]

Log outActions History

Figure 1: Wallet Contents

update the wallet state and configuration, and wallet clients simply reflect
what is there.

7.4.2 GUI Elements

Pebble wallets need to display state, functions that act on the state and
history. Wallet state includes the pebble balance but also behaviors, configu-
rations and requests generated by transactions referencing the wallet that are
stored on the distributed ledger. Wallet implementations will usually display
the wallet state on their default screen as illustrated in Figure 1. As shown
the wallet will display functions that act on state elements in close proximity,
such as the cancel buttons attached to each recurring payment. Functions
that are not related to elements of the current state will be accessed via a
menu as illustrated in Figure 2. Wallets also make it easy to logout and
provide a link to recent history.
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1HZwkjkeaoZfTSaJxDw6aKkxp45agDiEzN3 [copy]

Current Balance

11,303,029 P
Recurring Payments

Facebook ad removal. 1000 P daily at 4.13PM [more] [cancel]

Save the Tiger. 500 P daily at 1.39PM [more] [cancel]

Requests

Authorize 2,563,100 payment from ‘My savings wallet’ [more] [ok]

Configs

Nickname for wallet is ‘My current wallet’ [delete]

Log outActions

Send pebbles...

Create pebble gift

Add approver wallet

Configure...

Request payment

Fulfill payment request

History

Create a new wallet

Create anonymous wallet

Figure 2: Wallet Actions Menu
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7.4.3 State and Configuration

Pebble wallets may have complex states and configurations that are entirely
defined by special transactions referencing their addresses in the distributed
ledger. For example, once a recurring payment transaction has been created
it thereafter represents an element of a wallet’s state because it will continue
generating new transactions from the wallet until it is cancelled. A common
configuration transaction assigns a nickname to a wallet for display in inter-
actions with other wallets such as signatory chains. The state elements and
configurations present in the first release of Pebble will include:

• Pebble gifts that have not been collected

• Recurring transactions that automatically generate new transactions

• Transactions made by other wallets that need authorizing

• Transactions awaiting authorization by another wallet

• Configuration of a wallet nickname

7.4.4 Passphrase Entry

Lightweight wallet software clients that do not need to maintain any state
and may be opened instantly can greatly aid usability. Rather like with an
account on an email service or social network, users can easily open chosen
wallets from different devices, even occasionally devices they do not own. To
make this possible, there has to be an easy way for users to specify the id of
their wallet and authenticate themselves as the owner. For maximum conve-
nience, it should be possible to remember this access information. Securing
this data in a "brain wallet" also increases security as the great majority of
wallet hacks result from malware simply stealing private keys files.

Pebble uses brain wallet passphrases8 from which the client software can
generate both the public and private keys. Once a wallet owner has entered
their passphrase client software can display the contents of a wallet by query-
ing the distributed ledger for information related to the public key and then
sign new transactions pertaining to the wallet using the private key. Such

8Arguably ‘passphrase’ is a poor choice of word as its semantic similarity with ‘pass-
word’ infers a corresponding username is required to identify wallets. Providing users with
a term such as ‘secret key’ might be better.
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an arrangement is potentially very powerful but because passphrases provide
a target for brute force attacks many existing brain wallet systems gener-
ate passphrases for their users composed from long strings of random words
that are difficult to remember. These systems advise users to print out their
passphrases but in practice most users store copies on their computer for
easy access making them more susecptible to compromise.

While it might be hoped that some technical users will learn to remem-
ber their brain wallet passphrases as the concept takes hold, we need an
approach to help the majority. Pebble’s solution is to provide selectable
brain wallet passphrase templates that help users repeatably compose secure
passphrases from information they already know. These templates compose
the passphrase for the user by asking them for private random data such as
their first telephone number, maternal grandmother’s initials, banking PIN
number and additionally a favorite password. This creates passphrases that
are more secure than those composed from dictionary words and makes it pos-
sible for users to “store” passphrases exclusively in their biological memory.
A Pebble brain wallet passphrase entry system using templates is illustrated
in Figure 3.

In the illustrated passphrase entry system, the user selects the preferred
transaction processing region their wallet is assigned to (in practice this would
be pre-selected, but the need for the field is explained in relation to consensus
groups later). They can then either type in their passphrase directly or
compose it with the help of a template. Numerous templates are available but
when a user wishes to create a passphrase they are invited to browse available
templates in random order to help make the questions used unpredictable as
protection against social engineering attacks. In the illustration the user is
entering a passphrase a previously created using template 106, which begins
by asking them to enter their first telephone number, followed by the PIN of
their first bank card.

7.4.5 Address Format

A Pebble wallet address is comprised of a 25 byte number that can be repre-
sented as a 35-character string using the base 58 encoding scheme introduced
by Bitcoin. Aside from the notional “system wallet” that uses zero as its ad-
dress, wallet addresses are composed from a 4-byte nonce used to create a
“proof-of-work checksum”, a 1-byte preferred region code and a 20-byte “hash”
of a 32-byte Ed25519 public key calculated as the first 20 bytes of a SHA3
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***************************USA
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**********

**********
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Add
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Open wallet
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USA
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Figure 3: Wallet Passphrase Helper
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SHA3 hash of Ed25519 public keyNonce 

Preferred region id

25 bytes

1HZwkjkeaoZfTSaJxDw6aKkxp45agDiEzN3

Figure 4: Wallet Address Composition

hash9 as illustrated in Figure 4. The nonce is a random number chosen such
that when a SHA3 hash of all the address bytes is calculated it happens to
have some leading number of zero bits. Creating an address that satisfies
this virtual checksum condition makes it possible to test whether an address
has been corrupted and also allows Pebble to make new address creation
arbitrarily computationally expensive by adjusting the number of zero bits
required.

Users create new wallet addresses by entering their preferred region for
transaction processing (normally the pre-selected value can be taken) and
entering a new passphrase. The client software then deterministically calcu-
lates a Ed25519 key pair from the passphrase and calculates the SHA3 hash
of the public key, takes the first 20 bytes, prepends the key with the preferred
region code and begins a search for a nonce that creates the proof of work
checksum. Typically the user must wait some number of seconds while mil-
lions of potential nonce values are tested until one is found that results in the
hash of the candidate address starting with the required zero bits. This func-
tions rather like a CAPTCHA system and prevents for example automated
applications such as currency laundries inexpensively creating numerous out-
put addresses (wallets) reducing the efficiency of transaction verification and
bloating the ledger.

Pebble indexes wallets inside its distributed ledger using only the pre-
ferred region and hashed public key components of their addresses since this
provides enough information to uniquely distinguish them. This means that
when a user wishes to open a wallet simply by specifying the region and
passphrase, when their lightweight client interface generates the hash of the
public key and passes this information to a processing node it is sufficient

9This approach was borrowed from Ethereum for its simplicity. SHA3 also remains at
a secure stage of its lifecycle.
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for the node to retrieve the full address which includes the nonce. Of course,
when sharing a wallet address, the full address including the nonce is always
transmitted as the nonce enables the receiver to check that the address is
valid.

It should be noted that use of a hash to “compress” the public key not
only has the purpose of shortening the length of the textual represention
of wallet addresses but also enhances security. Ed25519 is an elliptic-curve
signature system and there is the usual concern that quantum computers will
eventually be able to extract private keys from corresponding public keys.
Because only a hash of the public key is embedded in the wallet addresss until
a transaction is made from a wallet its public key is never revealed providing
an extra level of security for the deposition of large amounts of funds (as per
Bitcoin).

7.5 Transactions

7.5.1 Overview

In the Bitcoin system transactions simply move chunks of coins from a set of
input addresses to a set of output addresses, splitting and recombining them
as needed. Each transaction output has an associated script that defines the
“scriptSig” another transaction must supply to use it as an input. Scripts can
support numerous types of requirement but P2PKH scripts that require out-
puts “paid to a public key hash” are by far the most common. The scriptSig
of a transaction using a P2PKH output as an input must provide a public key
corresponding to the hash (often a “wallet” address) and a signature proving
they own it. Each transaction is identified by its hash which is unique since
each output used as an input can only be used (or “spent”) once. The chain
of outputs and inputs forms a directed acyclic graph.

The Bitcoin blockchain thus contains only transactions, and every higher
level scheme is built upon this low level foundation. There are two types
of transaction – coinbase transactions, which are used by miners to collect
their reward whey they mine a new block, and standard transactions that are
used for everything else. Behaviors and functionalities are built upon stan-
dard transactions by creating different output scripts. For example, multisig
functionality can be created by assigning output scripts that require multiple
signatures within scriptSigs that wish to use them.

Despite the apparent flexibility of this system, reusing this Bitcoin scheme
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for Pebble’s purposes would present several difficulties. The first problem is
that transactions need to use specific chunks of currency - transaction outputs
- as inputs. Although the sum of outputs to an address can be thought of as
a wallet balance, there is no way for transactions to reference this as input.
If multiple instances of wallet clients wish to create transactions drawing on
that balance at the same time, they must somehow make sure their trans-
actions do not use the same transaction outputs as inputs because they can
only be used once. For example, in section 4.1 a single wallet balance is being
used by WiFi client software and a Google Chrome extension simultaneously.
If Pebble used the Bitcoin ledger model and the clients did not coordinate
with each other they would continually be creating invalid transactions that
used outputs the other’s transactions had already consumed.

The second problem with the Bitcoin ledger is that it makes it harder
to create truly lightweight wallets. Because the ledger has no concept of a
wallet, higher level wallet software must maintain state to implement key
functionalities. For example section 4.2 describes a user implementing a two-
factor authentication scheme using Pebble multisig functionality. If this had
been implemented over a Bitcoin-style ledger both the sending and signatory
wallets could not have been lightweight. The sending wallet would need to
remember the address of the signatory wallet to ensure every new transaction
required its signature in the output scripts it created, and the signatory wallet
would need to monitor the ledger for transactions it needed to sign.

Pebble uses a different ledger model to address these issues. Firstly it
introduces the concept of wallet addresses that exist independently of trans-
action outputs so that transactions may reference their inferred balances
helping to avoid race conditions. Secondly it unbundles much of the func-
tionality provided by transaction output scripts onto these wallet addresses,
and allows that functionality to be replicated using new classes of transaction
that must sometimes be combined with other transactions to take effect.

Signatory wallets provide a good example of the benefits of this approach.
Here a wallet address is configured with a signatory wallet address using a
special configuration transaction that resides on the ledger. Whenever a
lightweight wallet initializes itself from the network it may request such con-
figuration information and therefore does not need to remember anything
itself. Seeing that a signatory is specified it creates variants of normal trans-
actions that include a simple additional signatory field. When the signatory
wallet is displayed these are detected and only take effect when the signa-
tory wallet creates and executes corresponding “ACK” transactions. This is
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achieved without the wallet client having to store state.
The fields common to all transactions are shown by Table 1.

Field Description
type Identifies type of transaction (inc. format version)
src_addr Source of funds or action. Typically a wallet address.
validity The earliest epoch the transaction may be added to the ledger
expiry The last epoch the transaction may be added to the ledger
nonce Random number used to create unique tx_id (transaction hash)
fee The transaction processing fee paid to the Pebble network
∗ Data specific to the transaction type
signature A signature of the tx_id calculated using the private key

Table 1: Base (common) transaction fields

7.5.2 Payment Check Model

Once created transactions can be submitted for processing by either the
creator or payee. When the payee is responsible for submitting a transaction
we say that a “payment check model” is being used. In this model transactions
are checks in return for which a payee may choose to provide a service or
content before their transaction has been confirmed, typically because they
wish to prioritize customer experience over transaction security. Goods are
typically provided after a Pebble node responsible for serializing transactions
for the spending wallet has indicated that the the transaction is valid – both
in these sense that it is correctly made and that sufficient funds are available
to execute it – and that it is including the transaction in a transaction block
to be presented to the network for confirmation. Agents acting on behalf
of users can provide multiple payees with checks simultaneously since they
act against the user’s wallet balance rather than some specific transaction
output avoiding race conditions. Transactions contain validity and expiry
dates (specified by epoch, explained later) and if a payee fails to get their
transaction “confirmed” they can retry submission until the expiry date. A
typical sequence for paying for premium content on a website is illustrated
in Figure 5.

Sequences where goods are provided before a transaction as illustrated
in Figure 5 only apply to limited class of content and services. Generally
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sales should not proceed before a transaction is confirmed where they might
enable a double spend attack to be executed profitably by the Pebble pro-
cessing node. For example, payees should not supply liquid assets such as
bitcoin upon simple transaction validation since it might become profitable
for Pebble nodes to organize a mass double spend attack greatly increasing
the risk. In contrast it would not be possible for a Pebble node to execute
a profitable double spend attack when a user is paying for a chunk of data
from a WiFi router since they would not be able to resell the data and the
router would simply disconnect the user upon failing to get paid causing in-
convenience. For situations such as these, vendors can greatly improve user
experience by near instant provision of content or services upon receipt and
validation of payment checks.

Table 2 shows the fields used by standard transactions, which are most
commonly used with with the payment check model.

Field Description
∗ Base transaction fields
dest_addr Destination of funds. Typically wallet address.
amount The amount of pebbles to be transferred

Table 2: Standard transaction fields

7.5.3 Recurring Transactions

Numerous commercial applications exist for recurring payments systems. In
the context of Pebble, recurring payments are often used to collect “micro-
subscriptions” but this does not have to be the case. Micro-subscription
services can be used, for example, to allow a user to remove advertising from
their favorite social network, while a simple subscription service can allow
them to pay for ongoing access to a premium content source. Non-commercial
applications also exist, such as the automatic payment of pocket money to a
child. In every case the payments from wallet owner to payee must be made
automatically by the network. Pebble must make it possible to establish such
arrangements, for payees to verify payments have been made and for wallet
owners to cancel.

Pebble provides a solution directly from its distributed ledger. Firstly a
special transaction must be executed to setup the recurring payment. This
setup transaction must specify a funded wallet as the source to successfully
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execute since transaction fees must be deducted as normal. Thereafter, at
some specific epoch interval as specified in this setup transaction, whichever
processing node is assigned to handle transactions for the wallet in the epoch
in which the payment recurs may itself create a new transaction sending
payment from the wallet to the payee, also deducting transaction fees. If
for some reason it cannot, say because the wallet is not funded, the right
to create the payment transaction is rolled over to the next node assigned
to the wallet with the limitation that payments cannot accumulate and thus
cannot be rolled beyond the next payment.

In this simple manner, without any actions being taken by either the
wallet owner or payee, at regular intervals payments are made automatically.
The original recurring payment setup transaction is considered a configura-
tion of the wallet’s state and will never be pruned in any ledger maintenance
procedure so long as the wallet exists. The question therefore is how the
wallet owner and payee can perform the two remaining actions, which are
cancelling the recurring payment arrangement and verifying that a payment
has been made. Cancelling payments requires the wallet owner again execute
a special transaction, this time that nullifies the earlier setup transaction with
the quirk that their wallet must be funded to cancel the arrangement since
fees are taken from all transactions. The payee can either check their wallet
manually to see that a payment has been made, or more usually require that
the initial transaction and thus all subsequent transactions contain an order
id - which might be a simple username - to be used as a parameter in an API
that can determine when a payment was last received.

Field Description
∗ Standard transaction fields
period The epoch payment interval. Typically 24 ∗ 60 ∗ 2

Table 3: Recurring transaction fields

7.5.4 Multisig Transactions

As explained in sections 4.2 and 7.5.1, Pebble implements multisig style trans-
actions by having the user first configure their wallet with a signatory wallet
using a special configuration transaction. Thereafter, whenenever they make
a new transaction, it contains a signatory field as shown in Table 4. Such
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transactions only become effective after the signatory wallet creates a corre-
sponding ACK transaction as described in Table 5. This makes it possible
for lightweight wallets that maintain no state between sessions to handle all
aspects of the multisig process. There are various complications in relation
to the propagation of multisig transactions between consensus groups, which
are covered later.

Field Description
∗ Fields of equiv. transaction
signatory Address of the signatory wallet that authorizes

Table 4: Transaction with signatory fields

Field Description
∗ Base transaction fields
tx_owner Address wallet owner transaction being authorized
tx_id Id (hash) of transaction being authorized

Table 5: ACK transaction with signatory fields

7.5.5 CoinJoin Anonymity

Cryptocurrencies use a public distributed ledger to prevent double-spending
but this can lead to a significant loss of privacy. For example, upon receiving
a payment from a customer a vendor might examine the ledger to see what
other payments they made from their wallets. Agencies might arise that
collect information on which wallets are associated with which users, service
providers and vendors, such that the specific relationships, spending habits
and tastes of a user can be revealed. Unfortunately pseudo anonymity pro-
vides limited protection and even deliberately obfuscated sequences of trans-
actions can often be automatically analyzed, mapped and followed to derive
all kinds of information with consequences potentially exceeding simple loss
of privacy for users living in countries with oppressive regimes.

As a general privacy tool Pebble prefers the anonymizing proxies de-
scribed in Section 7.6 because benefits are provided transparently resulting
in a superior user experience for consumers. Nonetheless, it is recognized that
in some cases users will wish to separate funds in such a way that they can be
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spent from a separate anonymous pool - for example to fund access to a paid
virtual network used to circumvent survelliance. The scalability concerns
of Pebble prevent it using advanced privacy approaches such as zk-SNARK
encryption technology [5] in the manner of Zerocash [4]. Other schemes that
are apparently simpler also have deficiencies in relation to Pebble’s goals. For
example the CryptoNote scheme [60] that relies on ring signatures cannot be
used because it requires the client wallet to test every transaction output ad-
dress to see whether it secretly maps to their public key. This is not scalable
and anyway Pebble has lightweight wallet clients that only connect to the
ledger when a user logs in.

This leaves some kind of transaction obfuscation based anonymity scheme
such as CoinJoin [38], CoinSwap [39] or Mixcoin [10]. Pebble adopts a re-
stricted version of the CoinJoin scheme for simplicity. In this scheme a
number of users that wish to create new anonymous wallets charged with
some identical standard amount must be found. They then all sign a single
transaction that takes all their input currency and redirects it to their cho-
sen anonymous output wallets. Thereafter without additional information it
cannot be determined which of the contributors to the CoinJoin transaction
owns which of the output wallets (this is perhaps better described as “plau-
sible deniability” rather than true anonymity). The structure of a Pebble
CoinJoin transaction is illustrated in Figure 6.

To create a new wallet using CoinJoin a user first opens the wallet that
will be the source of funds using a lightweight client, and selects the func-
tion “Create unconnected wallet”. A wizard then takes the user through the
following steps:

1. Create an address for the new wallet. See section 7.4.5

2. Specify acceptable CoinJoin parameters when creating the wallet

3. Wait while the client coordinates with the transaction processing nodes

4. Open new wallet upon successful execution of CoinJoin transaction

The fields of a CoinJoin transaction are show in Table 6. The input_addr
and signature fields of the base transaction belong to the transaction pro-
cessing node that commits the transaction to the ledger. The individual
signatures of the input wallets can be collected separately once the fields of
the transaction have been assembled and apply to all data except signature
data.
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Figure 6: Pebble CoinJoin Transaction

Remark At the time of writing an evolution of the CoinJoin scheme called
CoinShuffle [53] has been proposed. In due course we will be examining this
scheme with a view to seeing if it can be used in the Pebble ledger.

7.5.6 Configuration

Pebble embraces wallets as first class concepts on its ledger. As part of the
scheme used, wallets can be configured with options. Configurations fall into
three categories: standard configurations enforced by the network, standard
configurations that all good wallet clients should observe but which the ledger
cannot enforce and custom configurations that are used only by specific wal-
let client implementations. Corresponding examples are, a wallet signatory
configuration that is enforced by the network, an anonymizing proxy con-
figuration that all good wallet client implementations should observe and a
wallet skin configuration that is perhaps only recognized by a single wallet
client implementation.

Table 7 shows the fields of a configuration transaction. Standard configu-
ration options defined by the Pebble protocol are maintained as name-value
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Field Description
∗ Base transaction fields
parties Count of input and output wallets
{input_addr0, ..., input_addrn} Addresses of input wallets
{output_addr0, ..., output_addrn} Addresses of output wallets
{signature0, ..., signaturen} Signatures of input wallets

Table 6: CoinJoin transaction fields

pairs in the config field. Custom configuration options and data are main-
tained as name-value pairs in the custom field. The custom field is limited
in size to 1KB. Each new configuration transaction executed serves to com-
pletely replace any previous configuration of the wallet such that the config-
uration of any wallet can be reset by executing a configuration transaction
with empty config and custom fields.

Field Description
∗ Base transaction fields
config Protocol defined configuration data as name-value pairs
custom Custom data as name-value pairs

Table 7: Configuration transaction fields

7.6 Anonymizing Proxies

CoinJoin transactions atomically create new wallets that are difficult to trace
back to their owners without any risk to the funds of those involved. Nonethe-
less they can be quite a heavyweight and involved solution for many practical
purposes. The user must first perform the CoinJoin process, which will likely
involve some waiting while the transaction nodes try to marshall sufficient
numbers of users with matching requirements. Afterwards the wallets they
create are not easily refilled since intersections of nodes on funding paths can
reveal ownership and so when they are emptied new CoinJoin wallets must
be created all over again. Thus while CoinJoin provides a powerful tool,
additional options are needed.

For maximum convenience, lightweight Pebble wallet implementations
support making payments using anonymizing payment proxies that adhere
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to a specified protocol. It is envisaged that proxy services will be operated
by third parties and users can apply special configuration transactions to
configure their wallets to use them (with the configuration being observed
by all well behaving lightweight wallets). The principle of operation is very
simple. Wallets can make payments to a proxy to “charge” a stream identified
by the wallet’s address. So long as the stream is charged with sufficient
funds, the wallet can supply the proxy with a template transaction that the
proxy completes by assigning its own wallet address in the src_addr field
and signing whereupon the stream balance is debited. The wallet can then
do as it will with the transaction that draws on the proxy’s wallet, either
submitting it to the network itself or passing it to a service provider as a
payment check.

Depending upon their configuration, wallets can pre-charge their proxy
stream with payments of funds that do not correspond to the proxied pay-
ment transactions they wish to construct and use. This makes it impossible
for a ledger analyst to match up payments made by users to proxy services
with the outgoing payments that the proxy services make. Since anonymiz-
ing proxy services will be highly popular, analysis of the ledger will show vast
numbers of payments being made into the wallets of proxy services and sim-
ilarly large numbers of onward payments. The biggest risk to privacy occurs
when users make regular payments to unusual destinations since an analyst
can look for intersections of users making inward payments in the times be-
fore outward payments to the destination occur. Users can easily address this
issue however by configuring their wallet to pre-charge their proxy stream at
random times in advance.

Proxy service operators can set their own fees and will aim to build their
reputations to maximize their business. Wherever they are successful, it will
be more profitable to generate ongoing fees than steal the funds used to pre-
charge payment streams. Nonetheless a system of accounting is needed to
protect the interests of users and service operators who, for example, might
be accused of wrongly reporting a stream balance. It might be hoped that
some clever adaptation of encryption similar to that used by CryptoNote
could prevent proxies from creating outgoing transactions except where in-
structed, or that wallets could demand payment warranties before charging
their streams as in the Mixcoin scheme. These approaches have difficulties in
the context of Pebble’s design though and a much simpler alternative exists.

All payments made by a wallet to a proxy service exist on the public
distributed ledger for all to see. To calculate the correct balance of a wallet’s
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payment stream it is necessary to sum the payments it has made to the proxy
service’s wallet and subtract the sum of the outgoing proxied payment trans-
actions that have been created on its instructions. The proxy can prove the
total of the outgoing transactions by recording every payment template sub-
mitted by a wallet (which must be signed) and the corresponding payment
transactions that it has generated. In principle if a wallet’s user queries the
stream balance shown by a payment proxy it is configured to use, the proxy
could simply produce all the signed templates and corresponding transac-
tions. However, this would require the anonymizing proxy to keep records of
user transactions, which most users would be unhappy about.

The first part of the solution is for client wallets, upon receipt of a proxied
transaction, to return to the proxy a simple signed acknowledgement of the
proxied amount of funds being transferred, including any fee charged. In
addition to the amount of funds being proxied the acknowledgement includes
the epoch that the proxied transaction is valid from (which cannot be in the
past for reasons that will become apparent) and a random identifier to make
it uniquely identifiable and prevent double-counting. This provides the proxy
with a means to prove it has supplied the proxied payment transaction and
it no longer needs to keep the corresponding signed transaction template
and transaction. But while the proxy no longer has a record of to whom
transactions were made, it still has a record of transaction validity epochs
(30 seconds) and in some cases the amounts themselves might be directly
attributable to specific transactions.

The second part of the solution is for client wallets to reconcile collected
acknowledgements up to some past epoch and replace them with a signed
balance acknowledgement (where the balance acknowledgement includes the
epoch that the balance was valid and another random identifier). This should
be done automatically as time passes from epoch to epoch. Client wallets
request new transaction acknowledgements with validity epochs up to and
including the previous epoch and return to the proxy a signed balance ac-
knowledgement enabling the proxy server to delete new transaction acknowl-
edgements and earlier balance acknowledgements. Note that multiple wallet
clients wishing to reconcile proxied transactions for the same ledger wallet
do not suffer race conditions since they will recognize the balance acknowl-
edgements signed by the others and can only discover that they have no
reconciliation work to do.
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Remark 1 Of course, it is very likely that the NSA and similar organi-
zations would launch their own proxy services to gather data on users. At
a basic level this provides opportunities for trusted organizations such as
Liberty, Amnesty International and Greenpeace to operate proxies for profit.
Nonetheless any single proxy could be compromised. The solution for those
requiring higher security is to allow several proxies to be chained together.
In this way even if a single proxy in the chain is compromised the source
and destination of funds cannot be linked. The design of this system is more
complex however and not discussed here.

Remark 2 There are several complications related to scalability. For ex-
ample the Pebble network assigns responsiblity for serializing transactions
to specific specific nodes based upon the address of the sending wallet and
epoch, which means that if a proxy sends proxied transactions from a single
wallet it may create hotspots. The solution is for proxies to maintain large
numbers of wallets from which to send proxied transactions and to distribute
funds into them from their main input wallets in chunks as necessary. Proxies
will need to maintain sufficient operating capital that they do not have to
delay sending proxied transactions while waiting for redistributed funds to be
confirmed. As transaction throughput increases proxies will therefore require
larger operating floats. The ability of proxy services to forward transactions
without delay will be a key commercial attribute.

7.7 Organization by Epoch

Traditional cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin need no structure in their net-
works other than a peer-to-peer messaging overlay. Time is of little impor-
tance because actions are coordinated centrally by the sequential and cen-
tralized issuance of the right to mine blocks, for example when a miner solves
the current hashing puzzle if Proof of Work is being used, and thus actions
occur in response to messages being passed. Pebble by contrast decentralizes
coordination so that it can introduce massive parallelism into transaction
processing. Not only do all nodes process transactions in parallel, but they
are also organized into “consensus groups” that achieve consensus indepen-
dently and then lazily propagate transactions relevant to other groups. New
nodes must be inducted into this loosely coupled structure and consensus
groups need ways to reference the confirmation records of other groups. For
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these purposes systems need to exist that allow a common view of network
structure to be formed without recourse to direct messaging.

Pebble introduces a two-level epoch system to solve the problem. The
top-level epoch system is based upon a global notion of time in which a new
epoch begins every 30 seconds and is indexed using t mod 30 where t it UTC
seconds. The second-level epoch system is local to each consensus group
and simply counts the number of confirmation records generated since the
group was created. When nodes in a consensus group form consensus and
create a confirmation record they assign it to a top-level time epoch. Since
a consensus group never creates more than one confirmation record during a
time epoch, each a confirmation record can be identified using the consensus
group id and time epoch as well as using the depth count. This provides
the overall network with a means to specify waypoints while also allowing
asynchronous consensus processes creating confirmation records to proceed
independently of time at their own pace.

When a new node has passed through the gating system described in
Section 7.3.1 it must be assigned a consensus group and a future confirmation
upon which it becomes active creating two competing requirements. The
assignment of the node and the future epoch in which it becomes active
must be recorded by a transaction in the distributed ledger that is replicated
to all consensus groups such that a function Group(n, e, a) might exist to
map a node n to a consensus group for any given epoch e and the list of
nodes active a during that epoch such that a shared view of structure is
present. Meanwhile though the node itself can only become active once its
assigned group reaches consensus on the confirmation record preceding its
joining date, with this occuring at an indeterminate point in time due to
the asynchronous nature of consensus. The solution is for the moment a
joined node is understood to become active to be the completion of the first
consensus group confirmation process during or after the specified time based
epoch.

Because consensus groups are loosely coupled and lazily propagate rele-
vant transaction sets between themselves and make API requests to interro-
gate the portions of the ledger the others hold global time proves a sufficient
measure to coordinate activity so long as the drift of the clocks of the nodes
stay reasonably in synch. Meanwhile within consensus groups epochs are de-
fined by sequential conclusion of asynchronous consensus processes initiated
and concluded using message passing. Here no assumptions about global
time and speed are possible, although the consensus process is able to assign
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the confirmation records it creates to time-based epochs.

7.8 Message Signatures

Pebble does not encrypt any data but does require that nodes use their pri-
vate key to sign messages. The Ed25519 public-key signature system [6] is
used which generates 64-byte signatures that can be verified using public
keys that are only 32 bytes long. To make each message cryptographically
attributable to its sender, in addition to the specific message data each mes-
sage contains an id for the type of message that indicates how to interpret
the message specific data (1 byte), the id of the epoch the message was cre-
ated and sent in (4 bytes), the public key of the node sending the message
(32 bytes) and the signature of the node sending the message (64 bytes) as
illustrated in Figure 7.

The use of signatures serves two purposes. Firstly it allows each node to
authenticate that messages they receive are from the expected sender (or at
least someone who has access to the sender’s private key). Secondly it helps
nodes to detect and prove Byzantine behavior. Nodes are only allowed to
send a single version of protcol messages per epoch. If a node creates and
signs two versions of a message that have the same message type id and epoch
fields but different message specific data10, the message can be combined by
other nodes as a simple cryptographic proof of their Byzantine behavior to
have them removed from the network with their funds foreited.

With modern hardware the overhead of cryptographically signing and ver-
ifying messages is not a major issue. Benchmarks of Ed25519 have recorded
a basic quad core 2.4GHz Westmere CPU verifying 71,000 signatures per
second on a one-by-one basis, verifying 134,000 signatures per second during
batch verification and creating signatures for 109,000 messages per second.
This far exceeds the number of messages that individual nodes send and
receive each second.

7.9 Consensus Groups

7.9.1 Overview

The Pebble network organizes parallelism at two main levels. At the lowest
level each transaction processing node is constantly assigned new transactions

10In some cases part of the message data can also be used to distinguish messages.
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Figure 7: General Message Format

mapped by sending address and processes them into blocks that it tries to
have entered into a confirmation record added to the distributed ledger. But
there also has to be some higher level of organization since every node cannot
store the contents of every transaction block nor efficiently reach consensus
on confirmation records when they number several thousand. To solve this
requirement Pebble divides nodes into “consensus groups” of between 500
and 1000 nodes. These groups are assigned responsibility for processing and
storing transactions related to ranges of wallets mapped to them and later
lazily propagating sets of transactions to other groups where they credit
their wallets. In this way processing and storage requirements are divided
up across the network for scalability purposes and benefits such as resistance
to network partitions as described in Section 5.4 are also achieved.

A consensus group of n nodes where f are faulty must maintain f < n
3
to

be sure of reaching consensus11. An important issue is whether the random
assignment of nodes to consensus groups might accidentally cause a concen-
tration of faulty nodes in one that causes it to fail. In practice as the number
of nodes grows this ceases to be a significant concern. Hypergeometric and
binomial probability calculators provide one way to analyze safety. For ex-
ample, if a population of 5,000 nodes contains 1250 faulty nodes (which is

11This is not the same as faulty nodes being able to fool correct nodes into accepting
invalid results. Using Proof of Processing this can only occur when f > 2·n

3
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25% of the population) and is randomly divided into 500 groups there is only
a 0.00054% chance of any individual group containing more than 167 faulty
nodes and a 0.0054% chance of any one group being compromised.

Nonetheless the concern that some compromised group can “manufac-
ture” currency and then legitimize it by transferring it to wallets residing
in other groups has to be addressed, especially considering that as the net-
work grows groups are reorganized on a regional basis to improve network
partition tolerance and performance. For this reason, groups do not blindly
accept transactions crediting currency to their wallets from other groups.
Firstly they regularly and randomly audit other groups and furthermore in-
vesigation transactions propagated to them. Secondly they seek to contact
“missing” nodes whose signatures are not present on the confirmation records
of other groups for evidence of malfeasance such that faulty nodes must also
silence correct nodes. Thus in practice the system is secure against this type
of attack.

7.9.2 Node Mapping

The overall system proceeds through a series of epochs as described in Sec-
tion 7.7. When lightweight client software connects to the Pebble network
to submit a transaction it can query any node to discover for the current
epoch the group responsible for managing the sending wallet. Since consen-
sus groups are only reorganized rarely, this first query is unlikely to need
re-running owing to epoch transitions or discrepancies between node clocks.
Upon discovering the consensus group, the client must query some mem-
bers to discover which node has been mapped to the wallet in the current
confirmation epoch.

Generally once a group has begun a process to reach consensus and cre-
ate a confirmation record at the end of a consensus epoch, the client should
connect to the node that the sending wallet is mapped to for the following
epoch. However asynchrony in the system can create some ambiguity. If the
mapped node in the “current” epoch has already begun creating its Proof
of Processing for inclusion in the confirmation record as described in Sec-
tion 7.13 then the mapped node for the next epoch must be certainly be
contacted, but otherwise it may be able to include the transaction itself.

The lightweight client software seamlessly handles the navigation through
the network to the consensus group and then to a mapped node able to
validate and accept the transaction the API caller wishes to submit. In order
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that a lightweight client cannot be connected to a spoofed Pebble network
somehow it regularly updates its list of seed nodes and their public keys
and optionally can be configured with seed nodes that are trusted in some
way, perhaps because the operator has foregone their anonymity as described
in Section 7.3.1. By sampling several nodes, and perhaps increasing the
sampling performed in relation to the importance of the transaction, the
client can be sure that it is connecting to the real network and receiving
correct mapping information.

7.9.3 Realtime Serialization

A key benefit of mapping transactions to specific nodes using the sending
wallet address is that the current node for a wallet can serialize and imme-
diately validate transactions based upon the currently detectable minimum
balance. Although of course the validity of the validation depends upon the
correctness of the node providing it, for many practical purposes such as
accepting payment for data streamed through a WiFi hotspot the valida-
tion is more than sufficient as proof of payment and the risk of loss is far
outweighed by the benefits of the improved user experience provided. Each
node has at stake its surety, unpaid earnings and indeed the value of passing
a node through the gating system described in Section 7.3.1, which will be
lost if it performs a double-spend attack and thus it will be very difficult to
profit by providing invalid validations for ephemeral goods12.

The ability of the network to immediately validate transactions provides
great value especially where microtransactions are involved and response time
is important. An obvious difficulty arises during a consensus epoch transi-
tion as described in the foregoing explanation of node mapping. In such a
situation the client must contact the node mapped for the next epoch but
that node will not yet have the preceding confirmation record and asynchrony
makes the completion time of the consensus process unpredictable. However,
the node mapped for the following epoch will still likely be able to proceed
immediately if it has received a Proof of Processing record from the node cur-
rently mapped to the wallet. In this case it knows that either the referenced
transactions will be included in the confirmation record being processed, or
if not that it may include the relevant transactions in its own blocks anyway,
and thus is able to make an immediate decision.

12Those wishing to accept payment for other such goods, such as bitcoin, should of
course wait 30 seconds for their transaction to be included in a confirmation.
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Another type of difficulty occurs if the node a transaction is mapped to in
an epoch is faulty, for example after crashing. In this case the network cannot
immediately validate the transaction since the node assigned for the following
epoch has no way of knowing whether in fact the currently mapped node has
or will create a Proof of Processing since asynchrony makes it impossible to
distinguish between a node that is crashed or faulty or just delayed. For this
reason, and to limit the delay that a client wishing to submit a transaction
might face, the mapping of nodes is rotated every epoch. It is to be noted
that DDoS attacks might only be used to retard certain wallets from paying
and never to retard the ability of wallets to receive.

The overall effect is that a client can usually take some transaction and
submit it to the network for immediate validation. Since the mapped node
is responsible for serializing transactions that debit the wallet balance it has
full knowledge of the minimum available funds. Thus upon submission of
a valid transaction the sending wallet will immediately reflect the debited
amount. By contrast credits take longer to appear. If the recipient wallet
is managed by the same consensus group, then the funds will be credited
after consensus is reached on the next confirmation record. If the recipient is
managed by another consensus group, the credited funds will not appear until
the transaction has been propagated to that group, accepted and appeared
in one of its confirmation records. The importance of the “payment check”
model is that where speed is important the payer can pass the transaction to
the payee for submission, which can then immediately submit and validate
the transaction rather than waiting for a credit event13.

7.9.4 Ledger Sharding

As the volume of transactions grows it inevitably becomes impractical for
every node to receive, process and store every transaction. By dividing trans-
action processing nodes up into consensus groups, which store and process
all transactions sent by wallets mapped to them, the processing and storage
of transactions can be divided up and load balanced allowing the network
to scale. At any time, the nodes of a consensus group mapped to a wallet
contains an authoritative record of transactions sent from the wallet and its
configured state and minimum balance, and over time they will also inte-

13Transactions have a data field that can carry an order number, and where speed is not
important payees can simply wait for a credit with the required order number to appear
in their wallet.
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grate transactions from other groups that credit the wallet. The degree of
replication of transaction and wallet state data is determined by the size of
the consensus group, which is currently 500 to 1000 nodes.

7.9.5 Partition Tolerance

The decoupling of consensus groups by lazy propagation also helps Pebble
achieve resistance to national network partitions. When a wallet address is
created or a transaction processing node joined to the network a preferred
region is specified. Pebble organizes nodes into consensus groups according
to the regions specified and assigns wallets to them according to the preferred
regions indicated in their addresses (this only occurs when network scale is
sufficient to thwart malicious parties that would join nodes to specific regions
to gain majorities in its groups). If for example Sino-US military tensions
arose and the Chinese and US national Internets were disconnected to prevent
cyber warfare, the wallets assigned to consensus groups on either side of the
partition could continue sending and receiving funds amongst themselves.

The regional organization of consensus groups is illustrated in Figure 8.
If Sophie sends Sarah pebbles, the debit of Sophie’s wallet would be reported
immediately and the credit to Sarah’s wallet would be reported after Con-
sensus Group 1 reached consensus at the end of the epoch and confirmed the
transaction. If Sarah sends Sam pebbles the debit of Sarah’s wallet is re-
ported immediately but the credit to Sam’s wallet does not occur minimally
for two epochs, which allows time for Consensus Group 1 to confirm the
transaction, for Consensus Group 3 to receive the transaction and for suffi-
cient nodes in the group to accept it as valid such that it might be confirmed
there. This would be the same whether Sam were in Consensus Group 2 or
Consensus Group 3, but if there was a network partition between Region A
and Region B Sam would only receive the funds if he belonged to Consensus
Group 2.

7.10 Transaction Ledger

7.10.1 Overview

Pebble replicates storage of its distributed ledger across its transaction pro-
cessing nodes and makes it available for lightweight wallets and other clients
to query. In contrast with the Bitcoin blockchain, the Pebble ledger stores
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Figure 8: Consensus Group Organization

several types of data in addition to simple blocks of transactions. It is also
designed to handle comparatively massive transaction volumes, which makes
it impractical for individual nodes to store the entire data set. This means
that while some data is replicated across all nodes, responsibility for storing
simple transactions and wallet state is divided up between consensus groups.
Accordingly, transaction processing nodes only store transactions and wallet
state immediately relevant to wallets that have been assigned to their consen-
sus group, greatly reducing the amount of processing and storage they must
perform and further if required can also prune old transactions and state in
accordance with network policy. This distribution of replication responsibili-
ties and pruning of old transactions is performed while preserving the ability
to prove the validity of stored ledger data using “confirmations” sourced from
consensus processes. Furthermore, ledger data is stored by nodes in a way
that allows clients to quickly query transactions and wallet state and verify
validity themselves.

Nodes use several databases to store ledger data, including:

Confirmations
Confirmation data produced by consensus processes

Transactions
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Batches of transactions that have been confirmed

Wallet State
The full state of each wallet on the ledger (directly confirmed)

Configuration
Transactions that define system configuration - for example by adding
and removing nodes or recording “human” voting by node operators

Evidence
Cryptographic proofs of Byzantine behavior by nodes

7.10.2 Confirmations Database

The confirmations database holds the information needed to prove the valid-
ity of the other ledger databases. It contains “confirmations” that are created
when the nodes in a consensus group reach consensus. A confirmation is sim-
ply a list of hashes that has been signed by some minimum number of nodes
in the consensus group, where each individual hash uniquely identifies ev-
ery element of larger data sets constructed in the style of hierarchical Merkle
trees [41]. Using this system, it is possible to prove that any piece ledger data
was validated by a consensus process by showing that it is present within such
a Merkle tree style structure that generates a root hash that appears in the
list of hashes that have been signed.

Merkle trees exploit the property of cryptographically secure hash func-
tions [49] where whatever input data is provided as parameters firstly the
resulting hash value returned is so random that no element of it might have
been predicted by the input data and secondly because the range of possi-
ble hash values is so great for practical purposes hash values can be used to
uniquely identify input data used to create them (that is, it can be assumed
in practice that no other inputs would have produced the same hash even if
this is not strictly true). In a Merkle tree, the hashes of a list of data items
are combined into new hashes recursively until a single root hash is produced.
If a copy of a data item is supplied together with the limited subset of hashes
with which its hash must be combined up to the root hash, it is possible to
prove that the data item is in the list, since no other combination of hashes
could possibly have generated the root hash as illustrated in Figure 9.

Of the databases not used to hold confirmation data, all store sets of data
that are identified by root hashes of Merkle tree style structures generated
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from their elements. Whenever an item of data within a set stored in these
databases must be validated, it is simply necessary to firstly retrieve from
the Confirmations database the confirmation record in which the root hash
of the generated Merkle tree style structure has been included and then sec-
ondly verify that the confirmation record itself is valid by checking it has the
requisite signatures. The confirmations themselves comprise simple maps be-
tween globally unique identifiers of data - such as a path value identifying the
transactions processed by a specific consensus group during a specific epoch -
to root hash values that succinctly and uniquely identify the referenced data,
together with signatures of the map created by nodes of the consensus group
that produced the confirmation. Since not all nodes may be required to sign
the map for a confirmation to be valid, missing signatures are replaced with
zero values as illustrated in Figure 10.
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7.10.3 Transactions Database

The Transactions database stores groups of transactions that have been
confirmed by some consensus process. What is important is the way that
transactions are organized before they are confirmed, stored into the local
Transactions database and possibly propagated to other consensus groups.
Consensus groups process transactions where the sending wallet address has
been assigned to them. However, in addition to debiting the local wallet
assigned to them, each transaction processed may also credit another wallet
that may or may not reside in the same consensus group. Transactions where
the recipients reside in other consensus groups must be efficiently propagated
to those groups and furthermore other special types of transaction must be
broken out and stored into other databases.

So that transactions may be efficiently propagated or stored in confirmed
form, nodes organize transactions they wish to confirm by sorting them into
separate groups according to the consensus group their receiving wallet is
assigned to and/or their type, and then record the Merkle tree roots of each
of these groups within the confirmation upon consensus. This has the effect
of prepackaging and confirming the transactions in the groups in which they
must be stored or propagated. For example, a consensus group might ask
another consensus group for all transactions that credited wallets it managed.
These would already be prepackaged into a group that can be transferred with
the corresponding confirmation that proves its validity.

A transaction processing node can prove the presence of any individual
transaction within the ledger simply by supplying the confirmation that con-
tains the Merkle tree root of the containing transaction group together with
any additional hashes necessary to prove the root hash can be re-created.
Nonetheless it is assumed that this service will only be offered for some
months after a transaction is executed because the overall volume of transac-
tions generated will necessitate pruning of old transactions. When this occurs
the Wallet State database is updated with a “starting” state that represents
the sum effect of deleted transactions on wallet balances and configurations to
that point. When ths happens, the transactions in the Transactions database
can be replayed against the starting state to generate the current wallet state
that the Wallet State database holds.
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7.10.4 Wallet State Database

Transaction processing nodes use the Wallet State database to store two
structures Walletscheckpoint and Walletscurrent that describe the state of wal-
lets assigned to their consensus group. Walletscheckpoint describes the state
of wallets at the beginning of the period from which transaction history is
fully logged andWalletscurrent describes the state of wallets at the end of the
last epoch (i.e. when the last consensus was reached). Upon launch of the
Pebble network, both state structures will be identical, withWalletscheckpoint
having some equivalence to the genesis block in a blockchain based cryptocur-
rency, andWalletscurrent diverging upon the first transaction being executed.
When the logged transactions stored in the Transactions database are played
against Walletscheckpoint it must transform it into Walletscurrent and thus
Walletscheckpoint is updated whenever old transactions are pruned.

The Wallet State database plays a crucial role in enabling lightweight
wallet clients to quickly determine and validate wallet state. Wallet state is
comprised minimally from its running balance in pebbles but can be extended
by special transactions including those that add a configuration such as an
approver wallet, transactions that define recurring payments and transactions
initiated by other wallets that need approval, with wallet software typically
displaying the overall wallet state thus constructed on the home page or
screen as illustated by Figure 1.

For each wallet assigned to the consensus group of the hosting node,
a wallet state structure stores the current wallet balance and copies of all
transactions that further extend its state. When a user of a wallet client
enters their passphrase and the wallet address is calculated, the client passes
the wallet address to a node in the relevant consensus group and receives in
return the entire state of the wallet in a single operation. Depending upon
the level of security the user requires, the wallet may then wish to validate
the wallet state before declaring the wallet “open” and displaying it to the
user. After calculating a Merkle tree root hash for the wallet state and
verifying that some number of nodes calculate the same value, the next step
is to determine that the hash belongs within theWalletscurrent structure and
that the structure itself was confirmed in the last epoch.

It might be hoped that the wallet state structures could themselves be
simple Merkle trees, but this is impractical. The nature of Merkle trees
calculated from ordered lists of items - such as wallet state root hashes - is
that the simple addition or removal items requires recalculation of the entire
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tree of hashes. Since the structures must store huge numbers of wallet states
that change every epoch, recalculating the Merkle tree each time to include
its root in the confirmation would be excessively expensive. Therefore a
different structure is required that has the same hierarchial hashing properties
as a Merkle tree but preserves most of its structure and hashes as items are
updated, added and removed.

The solution is to use a hybrid radix tree14 to store the wallet root hashes
as possibly first proposed on BitcoinTalk by etotheipi [23] and now recently
used in the Ethereum implementation. The structure is memory and storage
efficient, only requires the recalculation of parent hashes when items are up-
dated, inserted or removed, provides optimal O(log(n)) efficiency for inserts,
lookups and deletes, and is fully deterministic such that given some input
set of items the same structure and root hash are always calculated. The
hash associated with each radix tree node is calculated from its children as
illustrated in Figure 11 and the presence of an item within the tree can be
proven in a manner analogous to that used with Merkle trees as illustated in
Figure 9.

Confirmations include roots for both the latest agreed transactions and
the latest Walletscurrent, which has been created by applying the transac-
tions to the previous version of Walletscurrent. In the following epoch clients
can therefore immediately retrieve and validate wallet state and furthermore

14Also called a patricia trie, or popularly within the crypto community a patricia tree!
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transaction processing nodes have a ready record of wallet state they can use
to validate new transactions providing great efficiency savings (since they
would otherwise need to calculate wallet state by replaying the Transactions
database against Walletscheckpoint). Upon reaching consensus nodes apply
the confirmed transactions to their local copies of Walletscurrent to calculate
its root hash and then include that in the confirmation record that they gen-
erate and distribute signatures to. If in some disaster faulty nodes managed
to exceed 2n

3
and a manual reset of the Walletscurrent was necessary, it can

be reconstructed by replaying all valid transactions against Walletscheckpoint.

7.10.5 Configuration Database

Various transactions affect not only individual wallets but the entire Pebble
network. These include special "joining" transactions that pay sureties and
join new transaction processing nodes to the network, and records of human
voting made by the operators of individual nodes on key metrics such as the
size of the surety of the epoch in which a protocol upgrade will come into
effect. The Pebble system aggregates this information in the Configuration
database and all nodes use it to form a common view of the network - albeit
with configurations coming into effect many epochs after they are made to
ensure that they have been propagated to all nodes.

7.10.6 Evidence Database

Various forms of Byzantine behavior can be cryptographically proven. For
example, if a node equivocates and produces two versions of a message when
it is only supposed to produce one these can be combined as a simple crypto-
graphic proof of Byzantine behavior as described in Section 7.8. A node that
detects such behavior can report it in a special transaction that is stored in
the Evidence database and causes the transgressing node to be expelled with
loss of surety and unpaid earnings. An intriguing possibility not addressed
by the current design is that nodes suspecting Byzantine behavior but un-
able to prove it using conflicting messages, for example when they suspect a
node has produced an invalid estimate upon receipt of input messages from
other nodes, is that a challenge might be created that the other node must
rebut with evidence to continue operating beyond some number of epochs.
Limitations might be introduced to determine which nodes could place such
challenges to prevent them being used as a subtle DDoS vector.
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Note Note arguably this database should be merged into the Configuration
Database since it causes nodes to be removed from the network.

7.11 Handling Forks

Since the Pebble system does not use a Monte Carlo system like Bitcoin and a
well defined group of nodes must reach definitive consensus on a confirmation
record, the forking of the ledger managed by a consensus group should never
occur. Nonetheless there exists the extreme possibility that in some disaster
a huge majority of nodes became compromised by an adversary and faulty
thereafter presenting a completely different version of the distributed ledger
to that presented by correct nodes. The question is how a lightweight client
might distinguish the correct ledger without knowing which were the faulty
nodes. The solution is relatively simple - since nodes are not allowed to
equivocate, they cannot sign different confirmation records at the same depth.
The client can trace forward from the fork eliminating the signatures of nodes
that have signed on both sides. Once this process has been completed, the
side posessing the most signatures can be identified as valid. Of course,
the remaining correct nodes will also post this evidence to their Evidence
databases, allowing them to cryptographically prove the equivocation and
remove the faulty nodes from their own network.

7.12 The Background to Consensus

7.12.1 Agreement in Byzantium

Because cryptocurrencies stand at monetary, commercial and political cross-
roads they are targets for hackers and potentially agents of those that wish
them to fail for economic reasons. While this increases the level of security
required they must also be decentralized with operators of transaction pro-
cessing nodes simply connected and coordinated by a shared protocol. No
central organization exists to vet new node operators, enforce implementa-
tion of good security practices or manage network membership and expel bad
nodes. These functions must be implemented through the protocol itself. To
make any such protocol work it must have a consensus mechanism that al-
lows majorities of good nodes to make collective decisions and implement its
rules.

Although good nodes can be assumed to behave correctly according to
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incentives created by the framework, no assumptions can be made about the
behavior or motives of bad nodes. Bad nodes can result from software or
hardware failures but most likely are created by operators trying to steal
funds or disrupt the effective operation of the currency. It must be assumed
that such nodes can adopt any strategy they choose to achieve their ends and
are fully Byzantine. These nodes can exhibit arbitrary behavior including
simply crashing, selectively dropping messages, subtly exploiting weaknesses
in the protocol, transmitting or storing invalid data and so on. It must be
assumed that network adversaries can coordinate bad nodes in their control
and are adaptive in the sense they can takeover new nodes at any moment.

Pebble uses a distributed framework specificially engineered to make Sybil
attacks [20] difficult and expensive. The purpose is to allow load balancing
between groups of nodes that come to consensus on different data sets in
parallel using Byzatine fault tolerant (BFT) algorithms. Many participants
in the cryptocurrency community are currently only familiar with the Proof
of Work [46] and Proof of Stake consensus systems which use completely
different centralized processing systems where some node gains the right to
cast a deciding vote after solving a puzzle or proving control of randomly
selected currency respectively. While these mechanisms are relatively simple
and new, the Proof of Processing consensus system described in Section 7.13
is derived from decades of research into BFT algorithms and requires some
level of background knowledge to understand easily. The purpose of this
section therefore is to provide uninitiated cryptocurrency designers and en-
gineers with a basic knowledge platform to review Proof of Processing and
possibly get involved with Pebble as technical contributors. Those already
acquainted with Byzantine fault tolerant algorithms may wish to skip this
section or read it lightly.

Remark A quirk of cryptocurrencies is that consensus algorithms cannot
be considered without paying strong attention to incentives too. For the
most part we can assume that both good and bad nodes are operated by
rational actors with their own agendas. To maintain a working balance we
must generate maximum expenses for operators of bad nodes while reward-
ing operators of good nodes. Furthermore we must avoid creating perverse
incentives for good nodes. For example, Bitcoin’s Proof of Work algorithm
achieves consensus so long as good nodes control more than half the comput-
ing power in the network [42] but the strength of the proof is subtly related to
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incentives. Recent analysis shows that rational nodes can profit by adopting
a “Selfish Mining” strategy that subverts the stipulated protocol and theo-
retically undermines the assumption of a good majority [24]. In practice this
does not seem to have been exploited, whether for game theoretic or social
reasons, but nonetheless illustrates the concern.

7.12.2 Defining Consensus

Byzantine fault tolerant consensus protocols or “algorithms” are designed to
transition a collection of n nodes N = {N1, ..., N2} of which f are subject to
Byzantine faults from an initial state to one where the correct or “good” nodes
agree on a common set of values. The algorithms we are interested in assume
that the network is asynchronous and that message delivery times are unpre-
dictable and unbounded allowing for correctness and safety to be maintained
in the presence of adversaries that deliberately slow down or delay message
delivery (using real world attacks such as DDoS). The literature generally de-
fines consistent broadcast, reliable broadcast and consensus Byzantine fault
tolerant algorithms. A consistent broadcast algorithm is defined as having
the following characteristics:

Definition 1. Validity. If a correct sender Ns broadcasts vs then all correct
nodes eventually accept cs.

Definition 2. Consistency. If a correct sender Ns broadcasts vs and another
correct receiver Nr accepts vr, then vs = vr.

Definition 3. Integrity. Every correct node decides at most once and if the
sender Ns is correct then the request was previously broadcast by Ns.

These conditions require consistent broadcast to ensure accepted values
are the same for all receivers but does not guarantee that every party termi-
nates and accepts a value if the sender if faulty. Reliable broadcast tightens
the requirements by additionally guaranteeing that correct nodes either all
accept the same value or all fail to accept any value:

Definition 4. Totality. If some correct node accepts a value then all correct
nodes eventually accept a value.

A general consensus algorithm is different to broadcast because there is
no unique sender and all nodes propose a value. If all good nodes start by
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proposing the same value then consensus must be reached on that value.
Alternatively if good nodes do not all propose the same value, then some
value originally chosen by a good node must be chosen. The conditions for
Byzantine consensus are thus:

Definition 1. Validity. If a correct node decides v then v was the initial
value of some node and belongs to the set of valid values V

Definition 2. Unanimity. If all correct nodes have the same initial value v
then a correct node that decides must decide v.

Definition 3. Agreement. If some correct node decides vi and another cor-
rect node decides vj then vi = vj.

Definition 4. Termination. Every correct party eventually decides.

Variations exist for binary consensus, multi-valued consensus, vector con-
sensus and atomic broadcast.

7.12.3 Equivocating Nodes

One of the main issues BFT consensus algorithms address is the potential
for faulty Byzantine nodes to equivocate and distribute different versions of
their voting messages. For example, imagine a naive system where nodes
distribute their votes and then choose the majority vote. If good nodes are
equally split into two groups a single faulty node can inform the first group
that it votes for their value and the second group that it votes for their value
such that both incorrectly believe they have formed a majority consensus.
Traditionally many BFT algorithms have addressed this problem by having
nodes “echo” messages they have received back to other nodes so they can
check whether different versions were originally transmitted.

The issue for systems where large numbers of nodes need to reach consen-
sus is that echoing is an all-to-all exercise with quadratic O(n2) complexity
with the data transfer requirement growing rapidly with network size espe-
cially when message size is significant. Furthermore, when an echo appears
to show equivocation a means must be found to distinguish real from forged
messages15. A common way to make equivocation easily provable is to have

15Early BFT algorithms often recursively forwarded echos which caused message num-
bers and size to grow exponentially large.
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nodes to cryptographically sign their messages, and in fact Pebble nodes sign
all their messages since they are identified with known public keys. The prob-
lem with signing messages has traditionally been that this increases their size
making echoing too expensive in a large network.

7.12.4 The Byzantine Generals Problem

The problem of achieving consensus in the presence of arbitrary faults was
introduced in 1982 by Lamport, Shostak, and Pease in a seminal paper “The
Byzantine Generals Problem” [34]. The problems equivocation causes were
illustrated by showing that even with perfect communication it is impossible
for just three nodes to reach consensus if one is faulty with subtleties spurring
the famous statement “we know of no area in computer science or mathemat-
ics in which informal reasoning is more likely to lead to errors”. The paper
goes on to introduce an algorithm OM using unsigned messages where a
receiver can only identify the sender as though messages are passed orally
over a telephone line, and an algorithm SM where senders cryptographically
sign messages. The key findings of the paper are that given a synchronous
network where messages are delivered in predictable time an optimal oral
message algorithm can only deterministically reach consensus in a network
of n nodes where f might exhibit Byzantine faults if f < n

3
.

The paper also finds that when messages are cryptographically signed the
number of faults that can be tolerated is f ≤ n−2. However it turns out this
result depends upon the network being synchronous, which means that mes-
sages sent by good nodes are always delivered before some maximum delay
allowing those failing to have messages delivered on time to be identified as
faulty. In practice networks such as the Internet are actually asynchronous
and no assumptions can be made about message delivery order or timeliness.
Because system adversaries are able to use techniques such as DDoS to in-
definitely delay nodes from delivering their messages it is consequently not
possible in practice to make any such assumptions.

When the problem is remodelled using an asynchronous network it can
be shown that signed message algorithms also require f < n

3
to succeed16.

There is a simple intuitive way to understand why this threshold appears
as a dependency of so many BFT algorithms. The threshold requires that
n ≥ 3f + 1 so it follows that since f Byzantine nodes might play dead we

16Unless trusted components such as TCB hardware are introduced to the system which
is not practical with a decentralized cryptocurrency.
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should always progress upon receiving n−f = 2f+1 messages or potentially
wait forever. Since the network is asynchronous and unpredictable it may be
that these 2f + 1 messages include f messages from faulty nodes and that in
fact the f messages we proceeded without are from good nodes. But in this
worst case the f + 1 messages received from good nodes still form a majority
of 1.

7.12.5 Byzantine Quorums

If the nodes in some system are N = {N1, ..., Nn} then a quorum system
Q ⊂ 2N is a set of non-empty subsets of nodes chosen such that every
possible pair of subsets intersect in at least one node. This is true if every
quorum Q ∈ Q contains more than half the nodes in the system Q = {Q ∈
N||Q| ≥ dn+1

2
e}. Quorum systems are useful because when two successive

operations are invoked on two quorums of nodes there will be at least one
node that invoked both operations allowing sequences of operations to be
run that reliably compose a result.

When f nodes in the network may suffer Byzantine faults then a standard
quorum is no longer sufficient as the single node common to two successive
quorums might be faulty and choose to carry invalid information between
operations. To resolve this we have to increase the size of the quorums used
to |Q| ≥ dn+f+1

2
e. This guarantees that two successive quorums will include

at least one good node allowing results to be built by successive invocations
of operations as before. Such quorums are crucial to Byzantine consensus
algorithms and are called Byzantine quorums.

7.12.6 The FLP Impossibility Result

In 1985 a seminal paper published by Fischer, Lynch and Paterson [25] actu-
ally proved that no algorithm can deterministically deliver consensus in an
asynchronous network if even a single node may crash in a finding known
as the FLP Impossibility Result. The paper says: "In this paper, we show
the surprising result that no completely asynchronous consensus protocol
can tolerate even a single unannounced process death. We do not consider
Byzantine failures, and we assume that the message system is reliable - it
delivers all messages correctly and exactly once. Nevertheless, even with
these assumptions, the stopping of a single process at an inopportune time
can cause any distributed commit protocol to fail to reach agreement." By
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proving this result they also prove the impossibility of deterministic consen-
sus in the super case where processes may also be Byzantine in addition to
crashing.

Essentially the proof proceeds by defining the collection of input values
held by each processor (or node) seeking to reach consenus as a configuration.
It then shows that amongst the possible configurations there must be two
that differ only in the input of a single processor but where the deterministic
consensus protocol used produces a different result. It then shows that if
this single processor that starts with a different input is eliminated from the
configurations, then the two configurations become identical and thus that
a deterministic algorithm requires they produce the same value creating a
problem: every such algorithm must allow for two different results to be
produced if only a single processor fails. It then shows that if the value
decided cannot be guaranteed upon a single failure, some subsequence of
equivalent steps must allow, effectively, for the possibility of an infinite loop.

7.12.7 Implications of Impossibility

Many distributed computing problems can shown to reduce to consensus and
therefore FLP shows that they are all impossible to solve deterministically
using truly asynchronous networks. But the result does not preclude that
an algorithm might be designed that only fails with miniscule likelihood.
Furthermore it requires that “processes do not have access to synchronized
clocks, so algorithms based on time-outs, for example, cannot be used”. Al-
though perfectly synchronized clocks cannot exist in practice it might be
reasonable to assume good nodes have access to clocks with some degree of
synchronization and that these could be used to increase the likelihood of
completion.

The famous Paxos consensus algorithm [33] is designed to produce con-
sensus over asynchronous networks and thus FLP proves that it might never
terminate. Closer examination of what this means in practice is useful. In
Paxos some node declares itself leader and then tries to coordinate the other
nodes to agree on its proposal. Since a leader might fail during execution
each node uses a clock and other information to determine whether it should
elect itself as a new leader. Clearly it is possible for leader elections to conflict
and therefore some kind of livelock is theoretically possible where different
self-electing leaders overlap in their attempts to coordinate other nodes. In
principle timing might conspire to make electing nodes conflict and back off
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ad infinitum and this corresponds to FLP.
In practice Paxos proves useful because leader election and timing algo-

rithms are optimized so that the probability of indefinite livelock becomes
vanishingly small. This means that although Paxos does not deterministi-
cally achieve consensus, it achieves consensus with probability approaching
117. However, this does not mean that Paxos shows FLP is trivial to deal
with nor that algorithms relying on clocks are suitable for use with a system
like Pebble. Firstly we can see that as the number of nodes using Paxos in-
creases so does the chance of leader elections conflicting making it unsuitable
for coordinating hundreds of nodes. Secondly we can deduce that if delays
in the asychronous network increase beyond some threshold then leaders will
never be able to complete their tasks before some other node elects itself and
is possibly accepted. Indeed, while Paxos maintains safety in the presence
of asynchrony, it can only be guaranteed to make progress when the net-
work displays synchrony matching the implementor’s assumptions for some
sufficient period of time. This arguably means that it is really designed for
networks exhibiting partial synchrony where an asynchronous network can be
assumed to periodically return to synchrony18. A seminal paper published in
1988 by Dwork and Lynch [21] shows that consensus can be deterministically
reached in such a model.

Although reliance on clocks is not suitable for Pebble, FLP shows that
any algorithm that tries to reach consensus purely by making deterministic
decisions on receipt of messages is vulnerable to some unfortunate input that
causes it to flip flop indefinitely between two or more states. The introduction
of Byzantine nodes into the equation gives this possibility special significance.
Specifically it highlights the possibility that Byzantine nodes might pass or
not pass messages in such a way as to cause an algorithm to flip flop between
values ad infinitum in a manner that is impossible to prevent even if the
algorithm might be timed out and restarted with different inputs. For these
kinds of reasons, many asynchronous Byzantine consensus algorithms enrich
their computation by using a source of randomness to make decisions. Such

17It might be considered that the use of timeouts by Paxos nodes is equivalent to the
introduction of sources of randomness in other Byzantine consensus algorithms.

18The literature can be inaccurate. A Google paper describing the Paxos-based Chubby
distributed locking system [12] says “Paxos maintains safety without timing assumptions,
but clocks must be introduced to ensure liveness” where liveness means that the algorithm
produces a result and terminates. Clearly liveness cannot always be “ensured” by clocks
if the network displays sufficient asynchrony.
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randomness can prevent repeating patterns from recurring indefinitely either
due to luck or Byzantine manipulation.

7.12.8 Addressing Impossibility

The FLP Impossibility Result is useful because it provides us with a better
way to think about our designs. A cryptocurrency must operate over the
Internet where adversaries may prevent nodes delivering messages almost
indefinitely and the asynchronous model is realistic. Since we know that
designs that depend only upon the relative timing of message receipt may
livelock due to luck or Byzantine manipulation we are forced to consider
designs that introduce additional elements to circumvent the FLP finding by
causing termination with probability approaching 1. Distributed computing
research has concentrated on two such elements: failure detectors [3] and
randomization [11] [51].

In general Pebble tries to detect and remove nodes that can be crypto-
graphically proven to exhibit Byzantine behavior which is a form of failure
detection. However Pebble does not use conventional failure detection that
seeks to detect when nodes fail to deliver messages on time since this in-
troduces synchrony assumptions by the back door and is easily manipulated
by adversaries (that for example seek to delay messages from good nodes to
make them appear failed). Pebble therefore seeks to circumvent FLP Impos-
sibility soley by introducing a source of randomness into its decision making
known in the consensus literature as a “coin”. This allows algorithms to be
designed where given some logical time measure T corresponding for example
to communication steps performed correct nodes terminate with probability
1:

lim
T→∞

Pr[a correct node has node decided after time T] = 0 (1)

7.12.9 Non-Interactive Dual-Threshold Signatures

Threshold cryptography distributes trust such that cryptographic operations
can only be performed with the cooperation of a minimum threshold of par-
ticipants. In a (n, k, f) dual-threshold signature scheme n processes of which
no more than f are faulty hold shares of a private key. Correct processes
can cooperate to generate a threshold signature on a message by individu-
ally generating signature shares on the message. When any correct process
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collects k or more valid shares it can combine them to produce the threshold
signature. Progression cannot easily be disrupted by faulty processes because
correct processes are able to validate signature shares as well as any com-
plete threshold signature. The components of the scheme first introduced by
Shoup [54] and then developed by Cachin, Kursawe, and Shoup [14] can be
summarized as follows:

Key Generation Algorithm. For parameters k, n, k and t output the pub-
lic key of the scheme, a private key share for each party, and a local
verication key for each party.

Message Signing Algorithm. Given some message, public key and a cor-
responding private key share output a signature share.

Share Verification Algorithm Given some message, a signature share on
that message from Pi, the corresponding global public key and local ver-
ification key of Pi calculate if the signature share is valid.

Share Combining Algorithm Given some message, a sufficient number
of valid signature shares on the message and the corresponding verifi-
cation keys and global public key output a valid threshold signature on
the message.

Signature Verification Algorithm Given some message and a signature
generated by the share combining algorithm and the corresponding pub-
lic key calculate if the signature is valid.

Such schemes can prove extremely powerful in cryptocurrency applica-
tions. Pebble uses threshold signatures to generate lightweight “Proof of
Processing” certificates that prove a threshold of nodes have received and ac-
cepted some data by incorporating a single signature derived from signature
shares avoiding the transmission of the multiple signatures that would other-
wise be required. Pebble also uses threshold signature technology to provide
“common coin” functionality where nodes are able to broadcast and combine
shares to create a common source of randomness. However until recently this
would not have been possible. The first threshold signature schemes were im-
plemented using a simple vector of RSA signatures and required a trusted
dealer to distribute the initial products of the key generation algorithm mak-
ing them unsuitable for use in a decentralized system. Groundbreaking recent
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work by Libert, Joye and Yung [36] has however shown how the key genera-
tion algorithm can be implemented as a secure and fault tolerant distributed
protocol and this is the approach now pursued by Pebble19.

7.12.10 Local and Common Coins

Caution In Byzantine consensus literature the term “coin” means a random
bit, which can be confusing for the cryptocurrency community. Since we are
using an algorithm derived from conventional Byzantine consensus research
we have adopted their jargon.

The “coin” abstraction comes in the form of a “local coin” and “common
coin”. A local coin is simply some form of random number generator local
to the node using it. When algorithms using local coins reach an impasse
in practice they simply query a random number generator to decide what to
do. By contrast a common coin produces random bits that can be accessed
by all the nodes and can coordinate their actions. Because of the coordi-
nating power of the shared bits of common coins they facilitate the design
of randomized Byzantine consensus algorithms that finish in lower expected
numbers of rounds. Recent research [44] shows that the performance differ-
ence between randomized consensus algorithms using local and common coins
is often less pronounced than expected but the relative difference increases
with total nodes and Byzantine faults. Since decentralized cryptocurrencies
involve large numbers of nodes and potentially large numbers of faults Pebble
uses common coins.

In their simplest form common coins can be implemented like a local coin
with a small adjustment – the random number generator used is initialized
using common seed data such as the hash of the previous confirmation record.
However this has the drawback that a strong adversary able to control net-
work message scheduling can exploit their knowledge of future “random” bits
to cause the flip flopping previously described in Section 7.12.7. This is
prevented using a random oracle implementation that delivers random bits
only after rounds of message passing are completed. In practice such a ran-
dom oracle is created using threshold cryptography of the type described in
Section 7.12.9.

19Threshold signatures need to be recalculated every time a node is inducted through
the gated entry process described in Section 7.3.1
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In a (n, k, f) dual-threshold common coin scheme n processes of which
no more than f are faulty hold shares of an unpredictable function F that
maps the current coin name C to a binary value F (C) ∈ {0, 1}. When a new
coin value must be produced, the correct processes generate and distribute
shares of the coin and upon receipt of k or more valid shares generate the
function F and calculate the coin value.

7.12.11 Randomized Byzantine Consensus

Many Byzantine consensus protocols described in the literature enrich their
computation with a common coin system. These probabilistic algorithms
are often simpler than their deterministic variants and often more efficient
too. They all require each node to iteratively execute the protocol through
a sequence of rounds and they are ahistoric in the sense that nodes only
carry their current estimated agreement value between successive rounds.
Generally these protocols adopt a weak validity condition that the agreed
value is only restricted when all correct nodes start with the same value,
whereupon it will be agreed. During a round the correct nodes exchange
values. At the end of the round the correct nodes fall into two sets: those that
successfully determined a majority value and those that failed. A common
coin is then thrown. The idea is that if those that detected a majority value
and find it to be the same as the coin then decide that value. This works
because all those that have not detected the majority value choose instead
the coin, such that on the next round all correct nodes will be in agreement
and those that chose the coin will eventually decide its value too since all
nodes have the same estimate. The methodology was originally pioneered
by Rabin [51] then refined by Perry [48] who introduced direct adoption of
common coin values to limit the power of faulty processes.

7.12.12 Leader-Free Consensus

Consensus algorithms that adopt a leader are often easier to design and
sometimes can be faster. A leader is chosen in Proof of Stake and its vari-
ants and in some popular consensus protocols such as Practical Byzantine
Fault Tolerance [15] (aka PBFT) which is a derivative of Paxos [33]. In such
consensus protocols nodes elect themselves as leaders and then try to lead
the other nodes to agreement on submitted values. However serious vulner-
abilities with leader-based algorithms mean they are arguably not suitable
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for cryptocurrencies, which should instead seek fully decentralized leader-free
algorithms.

The most obvious problem with all leader-based algorithms is that the
leader might be attacked by an adversary to prevent it leading the other nodes
to consensus, for example using something as simple as DDoS. It might be
hoped that a protocol such as PBFT where nodes elect themselves as new
leaders if they detect a fault might avoid the problem, but while re-election
of new leaders might work on a closed network where a limited number
of adversaries can mount a DDoS attack this will be unlikely to work in
an Internet environment with a determined attacker. In such a situation a
single faulty node participating in the consensus process can simply secretly
redirect a potentially massive DDoS effort at whatever node is elected leader
without ever being detected.

Many other attacks are also possible. For example, a Byzantine leader in
PBFT can pursue a subtle attack where it sends messages slowly but without
triggering the protocol’s timeouts. Some of the difficulties are explored in a
2008 paper [2].

Remark Many leader based consensus protocols are unsuitable for use with
cryptocurrencies for other reasons. For example, nodes in PBFT echo mes-
sage they receive complete with signatures. When large numbers of nodes
must reach consensus the resulting communications complexity makes them
unusable. Furthermore, the chances of nodes electing themselves as leaders
at the same time and having to back off increases too.

7.12.13 Measuring Efficiency

While much early work on BFT focused on modelling the network and the
conditions required to reach consensus predictably, later work began to focus
more on efficiency and the design of practical algorithms. Generally speaking
three core measures of consenus algorithm efficiency are of interest to Pebble:
round latency, message complexity and communication complexity. Round
latency describes the number of discrete rounds of message exchange in which
nodes send and receive messages. Message complexity describes how the
number of messages passed by an algorithm increases as the number of nodes
that must reach consensus increases. Communication efficiency describes how
the overall number of bits contained in messages increases as the number of
nodes trying to reach consensus increases.
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Early findings led many to believe that BFT would never be practical
for large networks. For example, it was shown that f + 1 rounds of mes-
sage passing are necessary to deterministically achieve consensus even with
authenticated signed messages and a synchronous network [19]. Since each
node must typically echo each message to every other node in each round,
message passing often has quadratic O(n2) complexity20 and early algorithms
such as Lamport’s OM compounded the problem by increasing message size
exponentially with each subsequent round. However, just because f + 1
rounds of message passing are necessary to reach consensus deterministically
does not mean that this many rounds are necessarily required. Similarly
some modern algorithms have improved upon quadratic message complexity
and require much reduced communication complexity such that thankfully,
some thirty years after BFT research began, designing efficient BFT schemes
that can bring thousands of nodes to consensus is practical.

7.13 Proof of Processing Consensus

7.13.1 Overview

Proof of Processing consensus designed by Dominic Williams is comprised
from a collection of three main algorithms. The system is particularly pow-
erful but we describe it now partly for instructive reasons. This section is an
open invitiation to those interested in Byzantine fault tolerance and cryp-
tocurrencies to join our community and try to submit improvements and
alternatives. The forthcoming white papers will describe several variants
and be published only after a period of technical analysis, discussion and
peer review. Furthermore in production we will use Pebble’s protocol up-
grade framework to incorporate newly discovered advances after launch in a
process of continuous improvement. Proof of Processing as described here is
just the beginning.

The purpose for our consensus system, which sits at the heart of the
Pebble architecture and overall framework, is to allow the creation of con-
firmation records. Confirmation records are created by consensus groups at
the end of each processing epoch and stored in the confirmations database
to provide a permanent record of data that consensus groups have agreed as
valid. As described in 7.10.2 confirmation records consist of mappings from
logical data identifiers to “root hashes” of the identified data (with hashes

20With the actual number of messages proportional to the number of rounds e.g. r · n2
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used as signatures so that the full values do not have to be passed around).
In order that a confirmation record might be created a consensus group must
first agree upon the items of data that might be included.

Consensus group nodes can begin by using deterministic heuristics to
trivially generate a common list of the logical data items that are candidates
for inclusion in the confirmation record. But a second starting step is neces-
sary since the list of logical data items says nothing about the corresponding
values that must also be agreed – as identified by the aforementioned root
hashes. If in addition to the logical data items nodes can form a common
view of their values too then without any risk of ambiguity they may each
propose a corresponding binary decision array where a 1 bit indicates that
they have received and validated a data item and 0 otherwise.

To help solve this problem the framework introduces the idea of unique
data certificates. A data certificate maps a logical data identifier to its hash
value for some epoch and must be signed by a Byzantine quorum of at least
2f + 1 nodes. Once a node possesses a valid certificate it knows that every
other node possessing a valid certificate for the data item agrees exactly the
same value for the data. This is necessarily the case because a good node
will only sign a single certificate for each logical data item per epoch and
since a Byzantine quorum of signatures is required to create a certificate it
would only be possible to more certificates if some good node signed more
than once. At the end of each processing epoch nodes therefore create and
distribute certificates for the transactions they have processed and which
they wish to be included in the confirmation record such that other nodes
that have received and agreed their transactions can simply vote 1 without
any ambiguity about what they are agreeing. The algorithm they use to
generate the certificates is described in Section 7.13.3.

The use of certificates is an important optimization step that allows nodes
to broadcast a binary decision array indicating whether logical data items in
the common list have been received and accepted using either a 1 of 0 bit21.
A list of 500 binary decisions can be represented using 63 bytes that can be
efficiently distributed. Nonetheless, efficiently creating consensus between
hundreds of nodes on hundreds of different decision values in the presence
of network asynchrony and Byzantine faults is far from trivial. A logical

21In addition to sets of transactions processed by nodes confirmation records reference
miscellanea such as transactions propagated from other consensus groups and these sets
are uniquely identified in other ways.
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approach is to instantiate parallel asynchronous binary consensus instances
for each individual item in the common list and then find ways their messages
may piggyback each other. An efficient solution then only requires an efficient
consensus algorithm that allows for economies when instances are run in
parallel.

The most powerful and efficient approaches to binary consensus use a
common coin to overcome FLP Impossibility and typically follow a pattern
introduced by Toueg [59]. Nodes in Toueg’s algorithm echo signed messages
and a further refinement was provided by Cachin, Kursawe, and Shoup us-
ing a threshold signature scheme to reduce communication complexity [14].
But while a common coin can easily be shared between parallel consensus
instances, the use of signatures proves problematic. These protocols echo
messages they have received but even if all “votes” can be piggybacked into
a single message echoing a collection of 500 messages complete with signa-
tures back to a group of 500 nodes still requires each node to transfer many
megabytes of data each time it is performed. This indicates that the echoing
of signed messages is not practical where the number of nodes is large.

An obvious alternative approach therefore is to try and build a solution
starting from Gabriel Bracha’s consensus algorithm, which uses his famous
reliable broadcast primitive [11]. The reliable broadcast primitive is powerful
precisely because it echos the values contained in messages rather than signed
messages themselves. Bracha’s consensus algorithm might potentially be
adjusted by replacing his local coin mechanism with a common coin so as to
achieve reasonable round efficiency. Nonetheless, such a consensus protocol
would involve a large number of communication steps per round – three
reliable broadcasts per round each of which requires 3 communication steps
themselves – making it more expensive than we wish. Furthermore, each
time a value is received from a node it is still echoed to all the others such
that a truly efficient protocol could hardly be created this way.

Our approach takes inspiration from the “Binary-Value Broadcast Ab-
straction” presented in recent but unpublished work on binary consensus
by Mostéfaouil, Moumen and Raynal [45]. Here echo is used in respect to
each discrete value received rather than in respect to each node-value pair
received. As it turns out, this approach is especially powerful when consid-
ering how to efficiently run large numbers of parallel consensus instances for
large numbers of nodes. We take this idea and define our own broadcast
primitive called “Binary-Decision-Array Amplified Broadcast” (BDA Ampli-
fied Broadcast). We then use this primitive to create our consensus protcol
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“BDA Consensus”.
Thus in summary at the end of an epoch nodes first generate and dis-

tribute unique Proof of Processing certificates for their transactions using an
algorithm described in Section 7.13.3. Soon after they enter into the main
consensus process where the purpose is to agree a binary array of decisions
corresponding to a list of unique data items – such as those referenced by the
Proof of Processing certificates – that might be included where 1 indicates
data is received and valid and 0 otherwise. Consensus is reached on this "bi-
nary decision array" (BDA) using the BDA Consensus algorithm described
in Section 7.13.6 that in turn relies upon the BDA Amplified Broadcast
broadcast primitive described in Section 7.13.4. In practice a group of 500
nodes can be brought to consensus by transferring around half a megabyte
of data each using this system. The system is completely leader-free and
decentralized.

7.13.2 Our System Model

TBC: Asynchronous network. Correct processes always eventually deliver
messages using queues that retry (reliable network). Messages are signed so
sender can be authenticated and integrity of contents validated. Have an
(n, k, f) dual-threshold signature scheme. Have an (n, k, f) dual-threshold
coin-tossing scheme.

7.13.3 Proof of Processing Certificate Algorithm

Nodes process transactions that they wish to have included in the confirma-
tion record at the end of the processing epoch. To propose their transactions
for inclusion by the main consensus process they must have first generated
and distributed a certificate that provides "Proof of Processing". Specifically,
each node needs a certificate to prove that the transactions it has processed
and shared have (a) been received by a Byzantine quorum of nodes (b) that
the transactions received by those nodes are the same and (c) that those
nodes have validated that they are correct. Crucially a node can only gener-
ate a single certificate per epoch because we assume n > 3f and require each
certificate to be signed by a Byzantine quorum of 2f + 1 nodes. Since good
nodes will only sign a single certificate for any node per epoch, all generated
certificates are guaranteed to be unique22.

22Because Byzantine quorums always have at least one common good node. See 7.12.5
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A simple variation of a Consistent Broadcast algorithm is used, which
proceeds as follows. On line 3 node Ni decides to propose the stream of
blocks Bi it has published during the current processing epoch. A hash is
calculated on these blocks on line 4 and broadcast as part of a “propose”
message on line 5. Note that in principle it is only necessary to broadcast
the proposal message to 2f + 1 nodes, since only this many signature shares
are needed to create a certificate. When some node receives this message on
line 7, on line 8 it checks that it has received stream of blocks Bi from node
Ni, that the stream of blocks was valid and that the hash equals βi. If these
tests are passed the node creates a signature share on an “acknowledgement”
message for the blocks of node Ni and echos the message back.

When node Ni receives an acknowledgement message on line 12 it verifies
that a valid signature share has been returned on line 13 and then adds it
to a set of signature shares on line 14. The threshold signature system is
configured to require 2f + 1 valid signature shares to generate a threshold
signature and if line 15 determines this many shares have been collected on
line 16 the signature shares are used to create a single threshold signature
σT . The hash βi identifying the blocks is then combined with the threshold
signature σT to form a “certificate” message that is broadcast to all nodes
in the consensus group on line 17. Upon receiving a certificate in line 19
a node simply verifies that the threshold signature is correct in line 20 and
then accepts the blocks Bi of node Ni as certified in line 21.

Theoretical efficiency The latency of certificate generation is three mes-
sage exchanges, the message complexity is O(n) and the communication com-
plexity is O(n(o+k+ l)) bits where o is the message overhead, k is the length
of a threshold signature and l is the length of a hash.

Practical bandwidth Message overhead minimally consists of a message
type (1 byte), the epoch (4 bytes) and the standard Ed25519 signature of
the sender (64 bytes). If we consider that a signature share and constructed
threshold signature are 100 bytes, and that a hash is 20 bytes, total message
size is around 200 bytes. While certificates are being generated in a consen-
sus group of 500 nodes, each node must send and receive acknowledgement
messages 334 times (2f+1) and send and receive certificates 500 times. This
equates to only 167KB of data transfer in either direction, which is trans-
ferred almost instantaneously by a typical node hosted with 10Mbps or more
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of connectivity.

Remark 1 We do not have to worry about the FLP Impossibility Result as
that applies to distributed consensus and this is only an example of Consistent
Broadcast.

Remark 2 There is nothing forcing a Byzantine node that has generated a
certificate to distribute it fully amongst the group. However, this is soley to
its own detriment since this would only reduce the likelihood that its blocks
were confirmed. In this case, it would still have to pay the block authoring fee
and the transactions it processed would simply be transferred to the blocks
of other nodes in the next confirmation.

Remark 3 The best strategy a Byzantine node or group of nodes can
pursue is to selectively target good nodes and refuse to sign their certificates
with the aim of reducing their chances of having their transactions confirmed.
However, according to our assumption n > 3f there always exists 2f+1 good
nodes ready to sign. Furthermore, good nodes can take notice of when other
nodes appear to be deliberately trying to obstruct certificate creation – or not
later acknowledging correctly distributed certificates – and retailiate in kind.
Since bad nodes are in the minority, eventually they risk being partitioned
and losing the ability to generate certificates.

7.13.4 BDA Amplified Broadcast Algorithm

BDA Amplified Broadcast (BDAAB) is a protocol where each node broad-
casts an array of binary decision values corresponding to some common list
of decisions, which is termed a “binary decision array” or BDA. The result
of the protocol is that every node eventually accepts, for each decision, a set
of decision values that are valid by merit of having been initially broadcast
by at least one good node. If all nodes are correct then each value accepted
as valid must have been broadcast by at least f + 1 correct nodes, but this
reduces as the number of faulty nodes increases. The protocol guarantees
that every correct node will accept at least one valid value for every decision
but past this point it is not possible to determine whether the other binary
decision value will also be accepted without additional information.

BDAAB achieves this result using a value “amplification” system. After
performing its initial broadcast a node keeps count of the number of votes
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Algorithm 1: Create a “Proof of Processing” certificate: towards the
end of a processing epoch a node must obtain a certificate for the trans-
actions it has processed and distribute this within its consensus group.
It is only guaranteed to have its transactions included in the group con-
firmation if it has distributed the certificate to all good nodes before
the consensus process begins. A consistent broadcast style algorithm is
used to generate the certificate.
1 During a block processing epoch node Ni broadcasts a chain of blocks
of transaction Bi to other nodes in its consensus group and then
proceeds to seek a certificate for the hash βi on its blocks.

2

3 Upon propose Bi // Only invoked on Ni

4 βi ← hash(Bi)
5 Send 〈PROPOSE, βi〉 to all nodes

6

7 Upon receive 〈PROPOSE, βi〉 from Ni

8 if received(Bi) ∧ valid(Bi) ∧ hash(Bi) = βi then
9 σ ← share_signj(ACKNOWLEDGE‖i‖βi)

10 Send 〈ACKNOWLEDGE, βi, σ〉 to Ni

11

12 Upon receive 〈ACKNOWLEDGE, βi, σj〉 from Nj // Only invoked on Ni

13 if verify_sharej(〈ACKNOWLEDGE, βi, σj〉) then
14 Σ← Σ ∪ σj
15 if |Σ| ≥ n+f+1

2
then

16 σT ← create_threshold(Σ)
17 Send 〈CERTIFICATE, βi, σT 〉 to all nodes

18

19 Upon receive 〈CERTIFICATE, βi, σT 〉 from Ni

20 if verify_threshold(〈CERTIFICATE, βi, σT 〉) then
21 Accept Bi as certified
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received for each decision value. When f+1 votes have been received for any
decision value, if the node has not previously voted for the value, it performs
an “amplification” and broadcasts another vote for the value. If a decision
value reaches 2f + 1 votes, then the node accepts the value is valid on the
basis of some simple logic: once 2f + 1 unique votes have been received for
a value then at least (2f + 1)− f = f + 1 correct nodes must have voted for
it. In this case, all correct nodes will eventually receive f + 1 votes for the
value and amplify it as necessary such that all correct nodes will eventually
receive 2f + 1 votes for the value and accept it as valid.

In contrast to broadcast primitives previously used in Byzantine fault
tolerance schemes BDAAB only “echos” decision values rather than node-
decision pairs in the manner of the Binary-Value Broadcast of [45]. This
reduces message passing and proves particularly powerful when dealing with
arrays of decision value votes since individual echos (or “votes”) can be effi-
ciently batched and carried as single bits in a compressed bit string. Thus
after broadcasting its initial BDA each node waits until it has received n− f
such broadcasts whereupon it proceeds to calculate its first batch of value
amplifications. No amplifications will be necessary where the correct nodes
have voted for the same values but otherwise nodes must amplify the value
that has received the most votes when they have not already voted for it. In
practice the protocol should rarely proceed beyond this first round of ampli-
fication if nodes start with similar decision arrays and the number of faulty
nodes is limited23. BDAAB provides the following properties:

Definition 1. BDAAB-Threshold. If at least f + 1 correct nodes broadcast
a value v for a decision then v is always eventually accepted as a valid
value by each correct node Ni.

Definition 2. BDAAB-Validity. If Ni is correct and has accepted some de-
cision value v then v was broadcast by a correct node.

Definition 3. BDAAB-Totality. If a decision value v is accepted by a correct
node Ni then eventually all correct nodes will accept v.

Definition 4. BDAAB-Termination. Eventually each correct node Ni ac-
cepts at least one value for each decision.

23A relatively inconsequential attack is discussed later in the Remarks.
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Code Walkthrough BDAAB is described by Algorithm 2. A node Ni

broadcasts its preferred array of initial binary decision values on line 3. Upon
receiving such an array from some node Nj on line 5 it checks they are unique
on lines 6 and 7 then stores each individual decision it sent on lines 8 and 9.
The receiving node then returns on line 10 if it has not yet received initial
broadcasts from n − f nodes in total but otherwise continues to initialize
decision amplification arrays for each possible decision value (0 or 1) on line
11. For each possible decision value and for each possible decision on lines
12 and 13 respectively, on line 14 the node checks that it has not already
broadcast or amplified the decision value and then on line 15 whether the
value has received f + 1 or more votes. If this threshold has been reached on
line 16 the amplification bit is set to 1 and on line 17 the vote is recorded so
it will not be amplified again. On line 18 if for the current value set on line
12 there are no decisions that need amplifying the amplifcation array for the
value is unset. If any new amplification bits have been set then line 19 records
that they must be pushed to other nodes. On line 20 any such new bits are
broadcast to all nodes or minimally an empty amplification message is sent to
self/Ni to trigger the updating of acceptable values. When the node receives
amplifcation values from Nj on line 22 for each possible decision value and
for each possible decision on lines 23 and 24 respectively the individual value
amplification votes are then recorded on lines 25 and 26. On line 27 if a value
for a particular decision has received more than 2f + 1 votes it is added to
the values the node has accepted for the decision on line 28. Finally, lines 29
and 30 set the preferred value for the decision to that which has received the
most votes. Note that these lines are less significant than they might seem
- nodes create their first decision value amplification batch upon receiving
n− f initial broadcasts, which only allows for one value per decision to have
received f + 1 votes, and in the BDA Consensus protocol nodes indicate
their updated preferred decision values (on line 9 of that algorithm) as soon
at least one value has been accepted for each possible decision.

Theoretical Efficiency Each node broadcasts its messages to every other
node and consequently the message complexity is O(n2). Such quadratic
efficiency quotes used in the Byzantine literature often hide large coefficients,
but not here. In the optimal case n2 messages will be sent and if one round of
amplification is required by all nodes 2·n2 messages will be sent. Furthermore,
communication complexity is O(1).
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Practical Bandwidth An array of 500 bits, either representing decision
values or amplifications, is transferred as 63 bytes in uncompressed form.
During typical operation votes will be the same and amplification arrays will
be sparse, allowing them to be compressed to 10 bytes on average. The
overhead of each message is approximately 105 bytes comprising a 1 byte
message type id, a 4 byte epoch identifier, a 4 byte protocol scope, the
sending node’s 32 byte public key and the sending node’s 64 byte signature.
Therefore, in a group of 500 nodes where the valid values for 500 decisions
must be shared, in the optimal case where each node initially votes for the
same decision values it only transfers 500·(105+10) = 58KB. If amplification
votes must be broadcast too the total requirement will depend on the number
of amplifications made and vary on a node by node basis. Assuming all nodes
broadcast an amplification array upon receipt of n−f initial vote broadcasts,
the total per node transfer requirement would likely be 116KB.

Remark 1 An adversary controlling a group of Byzantine nodes who wishes
to reduce the efficiency of BDAAB can coordinate his nodes to withhold
their initial broadcasts until after the good nodes have broadcast theirs.
At this stage the good nodes will have already have received n − f initial
broadcasts and continued to broadcast their initial amplification batches if
any are required. The adversary can then see whether the good nodes are
split on any decision values and whether in those cases it has enough votes
to bring them to the f + 1 threshold. It can then aim to organize the
staggered release of the unmade initial BDA broadcasts to force good nodes to
issue successive amplification votes. In practice however this attack is rather
inconsequential. Firstly it cannot prevent the good nodes proceeding and
only succeeds in generating some additional unnecessary messages. Secondly
such behavior patterns would be detectable and could therefore trigger the
cost-based retaliatory defenses described in Section .

Remark 2 Although the BDAAB algorithm itself is relatively resistent
to degradation attempts Byzantine nodes can also maliciously vote not to
accept transactions processed by good nodes even though they have received
perfectly valid certificates on time. In the unusual case where the good node
has not managed to distribute its certificate to f + 1 other good nodes this
might unfairly cause their transactions not to be confirmed, but the effect
is limited and the behavior would again be detectable and could therefore
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trigger the cost-based retaliatory defenses described in Section .

7.13.5 BDAAB Proof

Proof of BDAAB-Threshold Let v be some decision value present in
the BDAs broadcast by f + 1 correct nodes on line 2. Since the network
is reliable every correct node receives the broadcasts containing the value
on line 5 and records the specific vote for the value on line 9. Eventually
every node receives at least n − f initial broadcasts and proceeds to count
received votes for values on line 15. Since the f + 1 votes for the value will
eventually be received, correct nodes that have not voted for the value will
also create and broadcast amplification votes for the value on lines 16 and
20. Thus all 2f + 1 correct nodes will either eventually have voted for the
value in their initial broadcast or made an amplification vote, such that at
some point when a correct node tallies the votes received for the value on
line 27 the necessary threshold will be met for the value to be added to the
values accepted as valid on line 28.

Proof of BDAAB-Validity If we assume that only faulty nodes broadcast
some decision value v, then line 15 can only possibly count f votes for the
value. Consequently it will not become amplified by correct nodes on line
16 and 20 and therefore correct nodes will never count 2f + 1 total votes for
the value on line 27 and add it to their accepted values. This means that if
a correct node accepts as value as valid, it cannot only have been broadcast
by faulty nodes.

Proof of BDAAB-Totality If some decision value v is accepted as valid
after receiving 2f+1 unique votes on lines 27 and 28 then it must be the case
that at least (2f + 1)− f = f + 1 votes must have been broadcast by correct
nodes. In this case, since the network is reliable, each correct node will
eventually receive f + 1 votes for the value and broadcast an amplification
vote on lines 15 and 20 if it did not vote for the value in its initial BDA
broadcast. Consequently all 2f + 1 correct nodes eventually vote for the
decision value and accept it as valid on line 28 after satisfying the threshold
of line 27.

Proof of BDAAB-Termination Since there are at least n − f correct
processes that broadcast unique votes for each possible decision on line 2, it
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Algorithm 2: BDA Amplified Broadcast
Input: Proposed decisionsi ∈ (d0, d1, ...dDCOUNT ), dk ∈ {0, 1}
Result: Amplification of decision totals from f + 1 to 2f + 1

1

2 Upon broadcast 〈decisionsi, ri〉
3 Send 〈BDA_BROADCAST, decisionsi, ri〉 to all nodes

4

5 Upon receive 〈BDA_BROADCAST, decisionsj, rj〉 from Nj

6 if Nj ∈ broadcastersi[rj] then return
7 broadcastersi[rj]← broadcastersi[rj] ∪Nj

8 for d← 1 to DCOUNT do
9 receivedi[rj]← receivedi[rj] ∪ 〈d, decisionsj[d], j〉

10 if |broadcastersi[rj]| < n− f then return
11 amplify[0]← copy amplify[1]← (d1, d2, ..., dDCOUNT ), dk = 0
12 for v ∈ {0, 1} do
13 for d← 1 to DCOUNT do
14 if 〈d, v, i〉 /∈ receivedi[rj] then
15 if |{〈d, v,_〉 ∈ receivedi[rj]}| ≥ f + 1 then
16 amplify[v][d]← 1
17 receivedi[rj]← receivedi[rj] ∪ 〈d, v, i〉

18 if 1 /∈ amplify[v] then amplify[v]←⊥
19 amp← amplify[0] 6=⊥ ∨ amplify[1] 6=⊥
20 Send 〈BDA_AMPLIFY, amplify, ri〉 to (amp ? all nodes : Ni)

21

22 Upon receive 〈BDA_AMPLIFY, amplify, rj〉 from Nj

23 for v ∈ {0, 1} do
24 for d← 1 to DCOUNT do
25 if amplify[v][d] = 1 then
26 receivedi[rj]← receivedi[rj] ∪ 〈d, v, j〉
27 if |{〈d, v,_〉 ∈ receivedi[rj]}| ≥ 2f + 1 then
28 acceptedi[rj][d]← acceptedi[rj][d] ∪ v
29 if |{〈d, v,_〉}| ≥ |{〈d, {0, 1} \ v,_〉}| ∈ receivedi[rj]} then
30 preferredi[rj][d]← v // See notes limitations and purp.
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follows that since any decision value v ∈ {0, 1} there must be a value for each
decision that is broadcast by at least f + 1 correct processes. It follows from
BDAAB-Threshold therefore that correct nodes accept a valid value for each
decision.

7.13.6 BDA Consensus Algorithm

BDA Consensus (BDAC) is the top level consensus protocol used by Pebble.
It begins with each correct node broadcasting an array of preferred binary
decision values corresponding to some common list of decisions, which is
termed a “binary decision array” or BDA. The result is that each correct
node decides upon a common array of binary decision values, or BDA, where
it is guaranteed that each decided value was originally broadcast or “pro-
posed” by at least one correct node. Consensus has been reached when every
correct node has decided upon the common array of binary decision values.
The consensus properties are similar to the Byzantine consensus properties
described in Section 7.12.2:

Definition 1. BDAC-Validity. If Ni is correct and has decided some deci-
sion value v, then v was proposed by a correct node and v ∈ {0, 1}.

Definition 2. BDAC-Unanimity. If all correct nodes propose the same ini-
tial value v for some decision, then a correct node that decides must
decide v.

Definition 3. BDAC-Agreement. If Ni is correct and Nj is correct and they
decided values vi and vj for some decision respectively, then vi = vj.

Definition 4. BDAC-Termination. Every correct node eventually decides a
value for every decision, and this occurs only once.

BDAC is a probabilistic asynchronous Byzantine consensus algorithm
that proceeds in rounds and succeeds with probability 1 when f < n

3
. Specif-

ically, the probability that some correct node has not decided all consensus
decision values and terminated after round R is:

lim
R→∞

Pr[a correct node has node decided after round R] = 0 (2)

Furthermore, correct nodes decide each individual decision value in a constant
expected number of rounds independent of the number of nodes n. This is
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Algorithm 3: BDA Consensus
Input: Proposed decisionsi ∈ (d0, d1, ...dDCOUNT ), dk ∈ {0, 1}
Result: Good nodes decide on a common set of decisions

1

2 Upon propose decisionsi
3 esti ← decisionsi
4 ri ← 0
5 while true do
6 ri ← ri + 1
7 BDAAB.broadcast 〈esti, ri〉
8 wait until acceptedi[ri][d] 6= ∅,∀d ∈ {1, ..., DCOUNT}
9 Send 〈BDA_VOTE, preferredi[ri], ri〉 to all nodes

10 wait until |{〈v,_〉 ∈ votesi[rj][d], v ∈ acceptedi[ri][d]}|
11 ≥ n− f, ∀d ∈ {1, ..., DCOUNT}
12 coin← common_coin(ri)
13 for d← 1 to DCOUNT do
14 if |{v : 〈v,_〉 ∈ votesi[rj][d], v ∈ acceptedi[ri][d]}| = 1 then
15 if v = coin then decidedi[d]← TRUE
16 esti[d]← v

17 else
18 esti[d]← coin

19

20 Upon receive 〈BDA_VOTE, preferredj, rj〉 from Nj

21 if Nj ∈ votersi[rj] then return
22 votersi[rj]← votersi[rj] ∪Nj

23 for d← 1 to DCOUNT do
24 votesi[rj][d]← votesi[rj][d] ∪ 〈preferredj[d], j〉
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made possible by enriching the computation with a common coin system that
provides all nodes with a shared random binary value upon the request of a
sufficient number of correct nodes as described in Section 7.12.10.

The protocol described by Algorithm 3 starts with each node Ni propos-
ing binary decision array decisionsi on line 2. This is adopted as the current
estimate on line 3 which is then updated over a series of rounds until correct
nodes have reached consensus on all decision values. A round consists of
three main phases. In the first phase of lines 7-8 nodes execute a BDAAB
instance to share their decision estimates so that each correct node might
later determine what values are valid for each decision. In the second phase
of lines 9-10 nodes broadcast their preferred valid decision values where va-
lidity is determined by the BDAAB instance of the first phase. In the third
phase of lines 12-18 the coordinating power of the common coin is used to
converge estimates and decide upon decision values using a methodology
originally pioneered by Rabin [51] then refined by Perry [48] as described in
Section 7.12.11. In more detail:

Initialization Node Ni begins a new round on line 6 whereupon it updates
its current round number ri. Due to asynchrony in the network nodes do not
proceed in lockstep and may be in different rounds. Therefore nodes bind all
communications to their round number.

Phase 1: Value Validation The phase begins withNi executing a BDAAB
instance to broadcast its binary decision array estimate esti for current round
ri on line 7. Ni then waits on line 8 until the BDAAB protocol has received
sufficient decision values that the set of decision values accepted as valid for
each individual decision is non-empty. Note that some of the accepted value
sets may grow further (to include both possible binary decision values) but
Ni cannot determine whether this is the case and thus proceeds as soon as
all sets are non-empty.

Phase 2: Value Voting Now that the BDAAB instance of phase 1 has
collected one or more valid decision values for every decision, correct node Ni

chooses a preferred array of valid decision values that it broadcasts on line 9.
Node Ni receives preferred decision values that other nodes have broadcast
on line 20. Lines 21-22 verify that broadcaster Nj has not already voted for
its preferred values in round rj and then lines 23-24 record its preferred value
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for each decision in votesi. While preferred values are being received from
other nodes Ni is also waiting on line 10. The wait continues until for each
possible decision n− f votes for valid values have been received. Note that
the BDAAB broadcast instance for round ri continues executing during the
wait and therefore the valid values broadcast by the n− f correct nodes will
always eventually be matched allowing progression.

Phase 3: Value Convergence The final phase uses the common coin
system to converge binary decision array estimates and have nodes decide
individual decision values. Node Ni begins the phase by retrieving a random
bit coin from the common coin system on line 12. In an optimal implemen-
tation the random bit will be derived from a threshold signature calculated
upon the consensus epoch and round number when a threshold of correct
nodes have broadcast their signature shares and the random bit will be sta-
tistically independent from the forgoing message passing. Having received
the common coin bit for the round, node Ni iterates through the individ-
ual decisions on line 13. For each individual decision d node Ni determines
whether votes for only a single preferred valid value have been collected in
votesi on line 14. If only a single such value has been collected, then if that
value is also equal to coin then Ni records that value as decided on line 15.
Further, irrespective of the value of coin, it also assigns the single decision
value v to the current binary decision array estimate on line 16. If alterna-
tively votes for two valid decision values for d have been collected in votesi
then the common coin value coin is assigned to the current binary decision
array estimate on line 18.

Understanding Termination The protocol continues until all correct
nodes have decided all values. Wherever the value for a decision d is agreed
unanimously by all correct nodes it can never be changed since only votes
for a single preferred value will be collected in votesi and thus it will remain
in the current esti through the assignment of line 16. In the case where all
nodes collect votes for two different values for decision d in votesi they all
adopt coin as the new decision value on line 18 and thus will always vote
for the same value thereafter. We should notice now that in the case where
a node has passed line 10 after collecting only a single value v for decision
d in votesi as tested by line 14 that any other node that has also only col-
lected a single value for the decision must have collected the same value
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v even though additional values may be collected in votesi later – this is
true because they both collected preferred votes from a Byzantine quorum of
n− f nodes that intersect in at least one correct node that must have voted
consistently. Consequently, if any correct node finds itself in a position to
decide on line 15, then every other node must either be in the same position
or alternatively have collected two values {0, 1} and will therefore adopt the
common coin on line 18 that is equal to the decided value. From this it can
be seen that where two different valid values exist for some decision they are
converged with probability 1

2
and that once all nodes have the same value in

their estimate they also decide with probability 1
2
. For any individual value,

the expected number of rounds to decide is 2 if all nodes start with the same
value, and 4 otherwise.

Theoretical Efficiency To be added shortly - please try updating your
document version.

Practical Bandwidth To be added shortly - please try updating your
document version.

7.13.7 BDA Consensus Correctness

To be added shortly - please try updating your document version.

8 Conclusions
We worked hard, and achieved very little.
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